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(Abstract continued)

view of the network, behaves like a normal, synchronous
generator and that the converter only needs to be designed
for about 15$ of the rated power of the generator.
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INVESTIGATION OF A GENERATOR SYSTEM FOR GENERATING
ELECTRICAL.POWER, TO SUPPLY DIRECTLY TO THE PUBLIC

NETWORK, USING-. A WINDMILL ...

C. Tromp
Power Electronics Laboratory

I. General Introduction

I.a. Wind Energy

l.a.l. Introduction

The transformation of wind energy into electrical energy
proceeds in two stages:

wind energy is transformed into mechanical energy
by means of a windmill. „ ...,

the mechanical energy is transformed into=.electrical
energy using a generator whose lower part is made up
of what we shall call the "electrical part" of the
system.

The mechanical energy is presented to the electrical part by
means of a turning shaft. Defining the power (the couple and the
revolution) which can be presented, we have:

the properties of the wind energy itself,
the properties of the energy transformation using a

mill.

Studying this is thus a first requirement. A detailed
consideration given over to wind energy falls outside the
specifications of this report. Only what is of immediate interest
for the system concerned here is explained further. For a
detailed treatment, consult the literature, for example [1].

l.a.2. Properties of Wind Energy

The kinetic energy per.-second, for an amount of air which
flows at a certain velocity. Vw.;. perpendicular to a specified
surface, is:

P «= 0,64 A v3 [watt 1 "^ ^'
. , w ' w L

Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.



where: P = the wind capacity (energy per second)
A -= the size of the given surface (m2)
Vw = the wind speed perpendicular to

surface A (m/sec)

The constants in eq. (1) are determined by specific mass of
the air, which depends on various factors. As an average value,
we here take >0 =1.29 kg/m3.

In the case of the windmill, A is the circular surface which
is drawn by the vanes (Fig. 1) and P is the power which the mill
offers.

If D is the diameter of the surface A, then:

. PW = 0or simply:

Pw - *
The power is thus very highly dependent on wind velocity. /2

In general, it may be said that wind velocity:
depends strongly on the location on earth, due to

climatological circumstances,
increases with height above the earth's surface

(naturally not unlimited),
is greater on the coast and at sea than inland.

Because of this, there is a need for information in a clear
form on the behavior of the wind at a particular site. This
information must relate to wind velocity. Wind direction is
left out of consideration, because a windmill can always be
directed into the wind.

The wind velocity distribution curve gives the information
in question. Along the abscissa is set the wind velocity Vw,
where this is divided into small increments A V. Along the
ordinate is hours per year (see Fig. 2). The graph, which
consequently is a histogram, gives the number of hours per year
for each area A V that the wind velocity occurring at the site
where it is measured lies within the area AV . By selecting
a sufficiently large number of areas 4\£ the histogram turns
into a continuous line. Along the ordinate one also sees well
marked ,ther probability that wind velocity lies within AV. In
this case one speaks of a probability density function.

It is clear that, for a reliable curve, many years must be
measured.

F-ig. 3a (taken from [1]) gives an example of a wind /3



velocity distribution curve measured on the coast of Wales (GB)
at a good 40 meters high. The wind velocity is given in meters
per second. Because use is often made of the Beaufort scale
(wind power), this is taken up in the appendix at the back.

The most often occurring wind velocity (top of the graph in
Fig. 3a) is always lower than the average wind velocity (here,
7.24 m/sec).

On the graphs made at other sites, the top may lie more to
the left or right. The latter naturally is more favorable.
Moreover, the graphs may be smaller and higher, or wider and
lower.

The surface under the curve is, however, constant, because
it is defined by the number of hours in a year.

Fig. 3b gives the power Pw (= 0.64 Avw^) as a function of
vw where A = 1 m2.

Fig. 3c is obtained using Figs. 3a and 3b. In Fig. 3a,
for each area AV , the number of hours per year is given for
which v™ lies within that area. The curve in Fig. 3c is
obtainea by multiplying that number by the corresponding Pw
from Fig. 3b. We then obtain the number kWh/year/m̂  as a
function of the wind velocity with which this energy passes
through surface A.

Although Figures 3a and 3c alone are valid for the measuring
site names, it can still be used for individual general conclusions,
because its form is very characteristic.

So we see that a more or less regular energy yield is out
of the question; for a given curve, it holds true that the
maximum power put out (vw ££ 25 m/sec) is about 12$ times as
great as the power for the most often occurring wind velocity
(Vw£i5 m/sec).

Fig. 3c shows that right at less frequently occurring, high /5
wind velocities, the greatest yearly energy yield is expected.

Without the chance of an increase in one form or another,
or a replenishing energy source for periods with little wind,
wind energy is therefore not useful. In addition, it holds true
that, as a result of a strong increase in Pw for an increase in
Vw (Fig. 3c), it is also not obtainable for each Vw to use all
the energy put out.

Mass inertia, friction, and loss make it so that each
installation can be used only up to a certain minimum percentage
of the full capacity.



An extensive study of meteorological^1 data must decide how
the installation must be sized for optimum profit.

31. a. 3. Properties of Energy Conversion Using a Windmill

With detailed demonstration, it will be seen that all the
'/(inetic energy flowing through surface A (Fig. 1) can never be
given over to the vanes of the mill. In order to guarantee a
permanent steeam of air, the "used wind" must always leave "the
area behind the mill at a certain speed.

The power that is given over to the mill vanes, provided
through the power of the wind PW, is given by the power coeffi-
cient C .

Cn is defined as P^ai iwoT-^ri j- • -, ,-,\P ae-Liverea dimensionless (3)
pwind

A. Betz held, at the beginning of this century, that the
theoretical maximum value^ of C is equal to 16/27 = 0.593.
That is, the theoretical power to gain is less than 60% of the
power put out by the wind.

The maximum value of C , Cpo/ where C _ 16/27, appears as
the ratio between vane shaft revolution ana wind velocity, which
we shall call^ with a special value^ assumed. That is, for
each wind velocity, a certain vane snaft revolution is involv-
ed whereby C is maximum.

Using the following notation:

= tip speed ratio
- value ofx^at Cp = C

.j.- = circumferential speed of the tip
of the vane ^ m/sec

)m = angular velocity of the vane
shaft rad/sec

nm = revolutions of the vane shaft r/sec

v V t? '

w/1 w v
w



The value of/̂  and the decline of C as a function
is determined by the shape of the vanes and not by their

sze.

Fig. $ ? gives the power coefficient for two types of mill,
as a function of tip speed ratio.

For C = CpO/ >^at the valtte/̂ , must be allowed to in-
crease for a mill 'revolution proportional to Vw (Eq. 4) .

If this requirement is satisfied, then for^ = -X^, it
follows that:

n = — v (5)
m TTU w

The maximum of C , CpO, is much lower than the theoreti-
cal value 0.593. This is caused by aerodynamic loss.

If the length of the vane (D) was not determined for the
valuex#0 , from eq. (4) it appears that D is easily determined
for the revolution for which the mill must operate for a cert-
ain wind velocity in order to obtain C = C .

From eq. (4) and the requirement that/# = x̂ fl / it is con-
cluded that only for very small installations is the mill
revolution high enough for the electrical generator to be
driven directly with the vane shaft. At higher powers, a
translation takes place to a higher revolution. This means
extra losses. /7
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Even more losses develop whereby it is not possible to keep C
continuously equal to CpO. Because of the high inertial mass^
of the mill on the one hand and the strong fluctuating character
of the wind on the other hand,v^ X^^ will occur regularly,
whereby the average value of CJp will be lower than Cpo.

In Fig. 5, the final couple-drive curves are sketched for a
certain windmill at three different wind velocities.

Point a gives the running couple and point b the maximum
couple at the wind velocity concerned.

The ratio between the running couple and the maximum couple
depends on the type of mill. With a type with highix^ goes a
small running couple in proportion. ^ *

At point bĵ ^̂ ,̂ holds (for each mill type), while somewhere
to the right of b lies the point wherex**̂ -*̂  . The hyperbola
which is exactly in contact with the couple-drive curve has this
point as the contact point (Fig. 5, point m).

At point c, the couple-drive curve goes through the n-axis.
At the mill revolution, the passing air does not discharge the
propelling power out of the vanes (at the wind velocity which
involves the curves concerned). If one increases the revolution
(by driving), then the passing air will be propelled by the
mill (fan).

Summing up:
for optimum energy yield, the mill revolution must be

kept proportional to the wind velocity which occurs,
the wind energy output is highly irregular,
favorable places for windmills in this respect are

on the coast and at sea,
because of the freakish character of the wind, use can

only be, made of wind energy: if the energy savings are
of not inexhaustible sources; in fact, the annual output
of a windmill-generation capability can therefore be
better expressed in tons of oil, or in cubic meters of
natural gas than in kilowatt-hours.

l.b. Generation of Electrical Power Using a Windmill

l.b.l. Electrical Part: Tasks, Requirements

The electrical part of the system has as its primary task
the conversion of mechanical energy into electrical energy.
An electrical generator is necessary for this. The choice of
generator type, along with further necessary provisions, is



determined by a second task which the electrical part has to
fulfill, namely:

The adjustment of the characteristic properties
of the energy source (wind) to that of the user
network voltage, network frequency), in such a way
that the power provided to the vanes for a given
wind velocity is always at maximum, Cp = Cpo.

This is the field of power electronics. The focus at which
Cp = Cpo we call the maximum power point. The following input
and output quantities of the electrical part play a role in
this (see also Fig. 6).

c2 - is the mechanical angular velocity of the generator /10
in rad/sec. It is determined from the vane
revolution nm and the conversion ratio for the
generator shaft. . A variable conversion ratio is not
practically realizable for high power. We therefore
start out from the fact that always holds:

' and with eq* (5) for Cp = Cpo :

Because of the large difference in P at high
and low wind velocities (Chapter 1), one generally
tries for Cp = CpO between certain limits for vw.

We shall call the lower limit of vk/vmin,v and
the upper limit v^ (see the abscissa on Fig. ?)•

The value of v̂ /v̂ in follows from the ratio
between Pw at v^ and Pw at vmin, which will be
recorded through the properties of the installation
itself, namely through the smallest percentage of
the full capacity at which energy generation is
possible (zero load loss).

The value of v^, and thus the amount of electrical
power to install per square meter of the vane circle
A (Fig. 1) is determined by using meteorological
data, with the criterion of maximum kWh output per
year. •>

Furthermore, it is defined: vmax is the
maximum wind velocity occurring, and the maximum
wind velocity at which the mill can be kept in
operation.

Pa - is the mechanical power to the generator, in watts.
V/e call nm the combined mechanical output of the
windmill and the transfer at the generator shaft.

6



Then:
p =

In Fig. 7, the dotted line Pa is given as a
function of v , if n^ is constant and Cp = C_ in
the whole area" $£• v£vmax .

 p

The solid line given Pa as . a function of vw /ll
for:

*=v.± vmin: Pa =0; Pw is too small to coverw ram ct 0.1; o. o_ -i i JTthe total zero load loss.

min - vw - vk 7 pa"
t' vw^ » this is attained bY

J keeping Cp = Cpo in
this area.

\<-*- vw- vmaY
: Pa is equal to the full capacity VK- w max Qa the installation.

For the limits of P at full power for
Vk<£-vw£v , special provisions are necessary.

T - is the mechanical couple for the generator shaft in
Nm. V/ith the definitions given for Ta, Pa, and <̂ r,
it follows that:

.... Ta = PaA>r (7)
'-' ' "?If ̂ r-'̂ vw and Pa^vw^, then:

o
T S* Va w

Une1- - is the effective value of the voltage, relative to
ground for the output terminal of the electrical
part, in volts.

This voltage is, possibly after a transformation
constant, equal to the (constant) network voltage.
By the network, we mean here the public, three-phase
current network.

<&)-, - is the electrical angular frequency of the three-phase /12
current network in rad/sec; ̂  = 2'77'f1 (f̂  = 50 H%
network frequency) .

cos - is the work factor. This is the cosine of the (phase)
angle fnt between U t and Inet, if Inet is the
current given by the electrical part. With this can
be written, for the watt-power Pw given by the



electrical part:

pnet = 3Unet Inet cosset ("3" for 3 phases)

The requirements for the electrical part are summarized:

... 1. For vmin2= vw£.vk, the electrical part of the windmill
7" must set that revolution whereby P is maximum for a

given wind velocity (C = C ; maximum power point).

2. Irrespective of that revolution, the electrical part
must generate three-phase voltage with constant
network amplitude and frequency.

We require, moreover:

3. The electrical part may not assume!.idlev p̂ owejr '"itjLs
desirable to be able to deliver a certain amount of
idle power.

For Pnet>
 anc^ therefore for Inet'

 no requirements may be
set. Because the electrical part has no energy storage
capability worth mentioning, Pnpt follows from the power Pa*1 • i A*C W C*supplied.

It can even be required of the electrical part that the
shaft power Pa be limited for v^^v £vraax. For the present,
we are hot .rsetting this requirement, because other, mechanical
methods appear to be suitable for this.

In Fig. 6a, the electrical part is further worked out,
using the requirements formulated in this chapter (compare
Fig. 6).

The converter is a static transformer. It plays an
important role in satisfying the requirements set.

l.b.2. Electrical Part: Possibilities /14

Method 1

We can build the electrical part so that the set requirements
will be satisfied step by step. That is, without paying attention
to voltage or frequency, the generator is adjusted so that the
power delivered at the vw occurring is maximum. Then, using a
converter, the voltage (three phases) and the frequency are put
at the correct value. We call this the cascade system.

Fig. 8 gives the block diagram. The converter builds up
the load for the generator. Through its build-up, the converter



is in a state of its assumed power, and with it the generator
current is adjusted. The generator current determines the
(inhibiting) electromagnetic couple T •, of the generator. The
generator will go around with the angular velocity o>,, for
which Ta (£>£•) = Tei (see Fig. 5a, NB: only the intersection at
side be gives a stationary position; compare the T-n curve for
an asynchronous machine).

At point Q (Fig. 8), the electrical power delivered by the

Generator is measured. This is a measure for Pa - ̂ } ;" -
NB: ?„ =

By varying Te-j_ (using the converter), we can find the setting
at which the power at Q, and thus Pa, is maximum.

With the aid of the text for Fig. 5 on page 101, it is
plain to see that we come point m again (see also Fig. 5a), for
which: Pa is maximum, M- = 4t , Cp = C,

Requirement 1 of Section l.b.l is thus satisfied.

Fig. 9 gives an example of a three-phase DC-^AC converter
with voltage adjustment, which satisfies requirement 2 in
Section l.b.l.

Voltage Regulation:

. UQ depends on the generator (mill) revolution, but must
always be greater than the usual value of UQ.

The CSS is a controlled semiconductor switch (transist°r' or

thyristor with an, idle circuit).

If the CSS is closed, a current passes which loads the
condenser, upon which up(t) increases. This load current is
limited through the coil L, which is of special interest if UQ
is indicated to be greater than UQ. If the CSS is opened, then
if I-Q^O, the voltage uQ(t) will decrease.

Naturally, the current through L may not be interrupted
suddenly. The diode D takes care of a closed current circuit
if the CSS is opened.

uo(t) must be kept constant as much as possible at the value
Uo« For this purpose, uo(t) is compared with a reference voltage
e . If er - Up(t) = +£ ([with 0< e *<er), then the regulator
takes care of the CSS being closed, so that uo(t) increases. /l6
As soon as er - u (t) actually equals -E, the CSS is again
opened at the command of the regulator.



Fig. 10 gives an example of uQ(t) for specific values of
UQ and Ig.

AC— »DC Converter /17

The converter transistors connect the points U, V, and W,
varying with plus and minus for the stabilized supply voltage.
If this happens as given in Fig. lla, then the symmetric,
3-phase block voltages given in Fig. lib exist between the points
U, V, and W. If T is the period (20 msec for a voltage of
$0 Hz) and Ton the time per period during which a transistor
is conducting, then it must hold true that TOn is the same for
all six transistors.

Moreover, the three pictures which Fig. lla shows for the
connection for the transistors in the three different phases
must always be 1/3 TQ to be [unknown] relative to each other.

In Fig. lla, it is_ deduced Jthat TQ^ is equal to_-|T0,_so __
"a shbrtclrcullf in ~tne~ supply ~

_ _
that in connection with jthê  danger _pf "a_ shbrtclrcullf in ~tne~ supply
source via the two transistors in one ̂ phase "can naturally "never""
be completely realized.

If we reduce T0 (Fig. lie), then xve obtain voltages between
U, V, and ¥. u

The Course of Fig, lid /19

If we load the converter with a star connection of three
like resistances, then they will assume these currents, as
given in Fig. lie (at lib) and in Fig. llf (at lid). At the
same time, the current Ig taken up by the converter is drawn in
these figures. From this, it is seen that by adjusting TQ
(pulse width modulation), the size of Ig can be controlled.

If Ig is large, the frequency at which the condenser C must
be loaded is high, while the CSS must be closed during a
relatively long connection period.

At a smaller Ig, a lower connection frequency and a
relatively shorter load time per period holds. This means a
smaller effective value for the generator current.

So it is to adjust the generator current with the converter,
as has already been assumed in the text at Fig. 8.

We are starting here from 'an ohmic load. If the load also
comprises an inductive component, then the diodes delineated
take care that the following current can keep flowing if the
current through a conducting transistor is interrupted.

10



Finally, a filter is still necessary for removing the higher
harmonics in the output current. This is placed between the
converter and the network.

Naturally a large number of variants are possible with this
method. Study and development of it are certainly necessary, if
one is to know how far the requirements of Section l.b.l. are
satisfied.

Typical of all the variants of this cascade system is that
the entire electrical power is 'always adapted in order to satisfy
the requirements set.

The voltage regulation, the converter, and the filter therefore
always deal with the entire power delivered and must consequently
all be calculated at the (apparent) full power of the generator.

Because it operates here at high power (on the order of
megawatts), the execution will meet up with very technical
problems.

Method 2 /2(

Fig. 12 gives a sketch of an entirely different approach.
The generator (double-feed synchronous) driven by the mill is
now directly coupled to the network. The converter supplying
at the rotor provides for the requirements set in Sect, l.b.l.
being satisfied.

The most important advantage of this method is that here
much cheaper power can be- developed through power electronics
(converter) for the price, but the good comes especially in the
practical feasibility.

Because the higher harmonics of the already cheaper converter
power can, moreover, scarcely occur here again via the generator
at the output terminals, the voltages between U, V, and W will
much better approximate a sinewave shape than the comparable
voltages in Fig.' 9.

The second part of this report is devoted to this method.

Because nothing can be found in the literature on this
method, a fundamental analysis and a practical test of the
principle, were first required.

11



II. Method Investigated

2. a. Theoretical Considerations

2_.a.l. Description of the Method Investigated

The generator usually used for the generation of electricity
for a public three-phase current network, the 3-phase synchronous
generator (SG), is naturally not suitable to satisfy requirement;
1 in Sect, l.b.l. ("to set. that revolution for the windmill
whereby Cp = Cpp"), at least not when it is directly coupled to
the network. There is then always only one generator revolution
possible whereby the required network frequency can be delivered.

This is explained as follows. The operation of this
generator is based on two magnetic fields being "elastically"
coupled to one another, which turn at a constant revolution in
the machine.

One filed, the stator rotary field, exists because in the
rotary current winding of the stator at the connected network,
the rotary current flows at the network frequency f-, .

The other field, the rotor rotary f ield^ exists because an
adjustable electromagnet ; '.rated , _ with direct current (or a
ring of electromagnets, the pole wheel) is being turned around.

At the speed of the stator rotary field n., , it can be
shown that:

Here, p is the number of coils per phase of the rotary
current winding at the stator, or also, which is the same
thing: the number of pole pairs in the pole wheel.

It will be clear that, as long as the connection between
these magnetic fields exists, the pole wheel (the rotor) turns
round with a constant (synchronous) revolution n-̂ , at which the
stator rotary field also turns.

NB: If the stator rotary field thus draws the rotor
rotary field with it, then the machine operates as a motor. If,
on the other hand, the rotor rotary field draws the stator
rotary field with it (by driving the rotor) , then we have made
a generator.

We now hypothesize just one generator with the same stator,
but where the rotor does not consist of an electromagnet with

12



"rated x-direct current, but a direct current winding (network /22
as the stator), which is supplied with direct current at a
frequency f2.

Entirely analogous to what occurs at the stator (eq. 3), a
rotary field will exist at the rotor such that this rotor winding
(thus relative to the rotor) has a revolution of n2 r/sec where
n2 = f2/p (P must also be equal here for stator ana rotor).

If we let the rotor turn now with a revolution nr r/sec,
the rotary field thus generated for a stationary observer (thus
relative to the stator) turns around with a rveolution n2 + nr.

If:
n2 + nr = n-j_ (9)

the machine can turn synchronously with the network with a
frequency f^ = p X n^. The "elastic" connection between the
magnetic fields therefore provides for the required relation
between the revolutions to remain as according to eq. (9).
If we have at out disposal a voltage source with an adjustable
frequency f2, so that we can control n2, it follows from eq. (9)
that we can let the machine turn synchronously at the network
for any desired revolution. In other words, we can set any
desired revolution for the machine by adjusting f2.
ni ( = p • f]_) is always fixed. If we control n2 with f?, then
nr follows from eq. (9). . • •,

If, however, we load the machine too severely, the
connection between the (magnetic) rotary field is broken. The
machine falls out of phase and eq. (9) is not longer true.

If we indeed have a voltage source at our disposal which
under all the aforementioned circumstances can provide for a
rotor supply with the required frequency f2 (power electronics),
this generator is very suitable for being driven by a windmill.

Because a high ratio exists between generator revolution
and mill revolution, we can always set the required revolution
with such a generator by ad-justing f2 (thus by controlling the
revolution of the generator) for the mill (requirement 1,
Sect, l.b.l.), while the given frequency remains constant, so
that the machine can be directly linked to the network.

The fact that the generator at any revolution can turn /23
synchronously with the network implies that it also satisfies
requirement 2 as far as the voltage is concerned (amplitude
and frequency).

13



Equally, for the synchronous generator with v rated direct
current, we can also control the rotor current here. For this
purpose, the voltage source which "̂ 2" delivers must also be
adjustable in amplitude.

We shall further show that then (network as for a normal. SG)
the idle power delivered by the generator can be controlled with
rating (requirement 3, Sect, l.b.l).

With this, all the set requirements in Sect
satisfied.

l.b.l 'are

In Fig. 13, the principle is sketched. The voltage source
adjustable in U and f is a converter which is supplied from the
stator.

If we neglect the losses at the generator, then:

P = P + P do).
If we neglect losses at the converter, then: PC = Pp.

Furthermore, Pnet always =
 pi ~ PC»

From these three equations, it then follows that:
Pnet = pa, which naturally is logical, for Pa is the (mill)
power that is supplied from outside the system and Pnet is the
power that is delivered. If we suppose that the system is
loss-free, these powers must naturally be equal to each other.

P is, as it were, power which is pumped around by the
machine. The amount of the power and the output at which this
"pumping around" occurs determine the extra losses in this
system, which ultimately are measured for applicability.

Fig. 13a is a combination of Fig. 13 and Fig. 6a and gives
a diagram of the principle of the whole system.

It will be noted that the machine in build-up reminds one
of an asynchronous slip-ring armature motor (ASM) . There are
differences, of course.

The ASM generally has a rotor winding which is made
for high current at low voltage (much lower than the
network voltage). This is unfavorable for the
semiconductor component of the converter.

The brush arrangement of the ASM is usually not
calculated at continuous operation via the brushes.

/26
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The ASM has a short-circuit ring for nominal operation;
it is superfluous here.

Building up a lesser known double-feed (a) synchronous
motor is better suited for our application (ref. [4]).

Because in this machine stator and rotor are fed from the
network, the rotor windings are calculated at high (network)
voltage and low current, while the brush arrangement is well
suited for continuous operation. By analogy with this machine,
we will designate the generator we used by the name of
Double-feed Synchronous Generator (DSG).

15



2. a. 2. Power Balance as a Function of Wind Velocity /27

We have already noted that the size of the power P2 that
must be supplied to the rotor, and that must be delivered by
the converter, is determined to a significant extent by the
applicatfo/i of the system.

Therefore, we shall now give, with the help of eq. (10),
the power balance (P^ = Pa + P2) and the path of Pa, drawn in
Fig. 7 on page 103, , as a function of v_ (hereunder once more
portrayed), a .first approximation given for the course of P2 as
a function of vw. From the power balance used, it follows that
this approximation holds for an entriely loss-free machine.

Once again, it is shoivn that Fig. 7 for vmin— vw£vk
gives the most favorable path for P , which is only obtained if
requirement 1 in Sect, l.b.l. is satisfied. If we use Fig. 7
as the starting point for the' calculation of P-, and P2, it is
implied that here we assume that f2 for Ymjn— vw^ v^ is adjusted
so that this requirement is always satisfied.

We begin with working out eq. (9), n2+ nr = n-̂ . with n?=f,/n/28
n-. = f]/p, we have: f2/P + nr = fi/p. If we multiply the

' '
.

whole equation by 2 IT , and define uJ^ = 2lt 'f̂ , &) 2 = 2-77' f2,
and Ap = 2-/7"'n , all three in rad/sec, then we can write:

"r (11)

Multiplying eq. (11) by the shaft couple T yields:

0)2

By multiplying
^ = u Ta r a

16



and the already proven assumption: ~P • "/** ^
we can solve eq. (12): x ^

\ P, ' T Ta 03) \

; p2 . ̂  Ta d« -

From Fig. 13, it is concluded that Pa>0 and P-^ >.0̂ inust
hold. Otherwise, no power is ever delivered.

We deduce from this that the converter is so set up that
P2^P also holds.

From the power balance, it follows that: Pn^Pa, or with
eq. (7) and (13) a\ lf> ? ̂ >r - That is,̂ !/p is the high-
est velocity at which the generator can turn

In the area, vmin^vw^vk, &)r̂ v must hold. If we
choose t&c - <=̂ , /p (the maximum angular velocity allov;ed)
at Vj. (the highest wind velocity at which ̂ r'*'

v
wr then in this

area:

v w, .
03 = -£-.-! (15).

VR p ^

holds true.

1
P_ <0 means that the converter is operating (for the supply

network). The damping effect of the generator at the higher
harmonics then disappears. Therefore, we start here with
P2^0.

17



From the fact that all losses are neglected, it follows,
moreover, that vmin - 0, so that eq. (15) holds for 0̂ :vŵ ."

In Fig. 7, we say that for vmi '̂ rv ̂vk (under the set
conditions) P̂ V̂ . With c as a proportionality constant,
we obtain:

C 0)3

\*
and with ^ - 2 /^r ' ~^ = a r f whiie the latter,
substituted in eq. (13) and (14) yields:

From eq. (16) and (17), it now follows that: Tf fcĴ  ) -
for )̂ =̂ ) and for *

If we set T> * . ^ p - . P - en we
can indicate Pa ^C tJr) and ( *)r) for ̂ ? < ^

Pmax
while P? ( ̂ )r) can be constructed from this using the

max
power balance.



Because r
/uvw holds in the area designated ,

< r̂ •" V j ; we can also set vw along the abscissa from 0 to
vk-

0) Wj

'a = cTWr P, =c~"?r

We shall further look at P2 ( ̂ r)« For this we write:

P = 0 for *L = 0 and for <£r ' ' / P • In this last
case, a) 2

 == 0 (e<l* (!!)• Tne rotor is powered by direct
current; the rotor rotary field stands still relative to the
rotor. The machine operates like a normal SG.

,p / ^ \
_ 2 ^ _ r

d Jr
P2 (2/3 ̂ p̂) = 4/27 c (.A)!/?)̂  as the maximum value of P2.

We assume that for v^ v — v , P is drawn as in Fig. 7^
it is no longer increasing, wnile ^ is kept constant at

; direct current power; normal SG) , then the
situation which occurs for a wind velocity greater than v^ will
remain equal for the electrical part at vw = v^. The stator
power occurring then

(0 01

P.(v, ) = P.(—i) = P (-1-) .= P
I k l p a P

Z30

P2 is maximum for *) = 2/3 */P (v = 2/3 vk). This /31
follows from , / J \ =0. Alter substituting, v/e find

is then considered as the full power of the generator. ..

19



Expressed in percentage of the full power, the maximum value
of ? thus amounts to

r e - 2 - 1 ) -^-cA3 '
. 2 3 P x 100% = — 2 • x 100% = JA,8%
P w, ̂
max _i3

We can thus conclude that the maximum power that can be
"pumped around" via the converter and rotor amount to not quite
15$ of the full power of the generator, mind you, when neglecting
all losses. For electrical generator losses, Po is somewhat
greater than is indicated in Fig. 14, while PC for converter
losses is again somewhat larger than the real ?2»

The value of vw at which Pa can just cover these losses
plus the frictional losses of the generator is defined as vmj_n.

Below v -j_, the installation must be connected up in order
for the converter power to be received out of the network.

Finally, we can, by setting the second derivative to zero,
find that P2 (<*)r) at c r̂ - 1/3 < t̂/p has an inflection point.

2. a.3« Derivation of the Machine Equations /32

Because there is no literature on the way heretofore
considered in which an ASM operates as a synchronous generator,
we shall ourselves derive the machine equations with which to
prove 'the assertion presented.

The voltage equations:

In Fig. 15 are given first of all the names and sketch
arrangements used for voltages and currents at the stator and
rotor.

We shall, for convenience, in setting up the equations
start with a machine for which p = 1.

For the equations obtained with this, it is easy to show
that they also />old for p = 2, 3, 4 and so on.

20



The spatial angle at which the winding of the rotor phase /33
u (relative to v, w) at a certain moment is twisted relative to
the winding of the stator phase U (relative to v,'w) , we call the
position angle cT~(see Fig. 16). With c3r as the mechanical
angular velocity of the rotor and <T Q as t*16 value of g at
moment t = 0, for ĉ "(t) we can write:

r

6(0 = V + 6o . ' (19)

In Fig. 16, it is even seen that for phase order uvw at
the stator and rotor, *)-\t ̂  2» anc^ ^r ^n ec^* (-̂ -) are
positive.

NB: For p = 1, according to eq,< (11 ).:„•"'

It is plain to see that the mutual influence of the stator
and rotor currents at a certain moment is dependent on the
position angle cT. From Fig. 16, it is derived that the effect
(for p = 1) of a current in rotor phase u, v, w at stator phase
U is proportional to coz> <O aes (cT-i--2/3 ir)j <aos (J+fb7T)', pole wheel
respectively; while the effect of a current in stator phase
U, V, W at rotor phase_u is proportional to cos (~<f)j aos
£0S (ty 'Tf-Sy • 'P°le wheel ̂respectively.

We start with a symmetrical machine which is always /34
unsatisfied and then define the machine constants;

R., -.=.;phmic resistance..of a stator phase
L-|_;L = self induction coefficient of a stator phase
M-i-i = coefficient of mutual induction between two stator

phases
Mo-i = coefficient of selfinduction between a rotor phase

and a stator phase, at the moment when £ = 0 (Fig. 16)
R2 = ohmic resistance of a rotor phase
L22 = selfinduction coefficient of a rotor phase
M22 = coefficient of mutual induction between two rotor

phases
^12 = coefficient of mutual induction between a stator

phase and a rotor phase, when <£= 0.

We can now express the voltage equations as they hold for
arbitrary voltages and currents.
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22

Stator phase U:

"11

Rotor phase u:

U2u -^2u + L22 1 ^u + M22 'dT £2v + M22 3t

_a. When no zero Conductor is present, or when the current
Injthe neutral wire switchboard during symmetry is equal to zero, then:

, i, + i. + i. =0 tM inn + i9 + I = 0 .
, lu lv lw /u 2v 2w

With this, we can write, for the second through the fourth
term of the right member:



and

b. In the case of symmetrical, sinusoidal three-phase
voltages and currents, we can-make use of the following
notation:

Z35

Stator:

.lu

u , - U .
1 v 1

310

lu 1

Iv 1 e
j(V + al " *| '

u, - U,
lw 1 lw 1

Rotor:

? -U,
2u 2

. = U

_ = IT
2w 2

3
4

a2 -

, ,2u 2 e j (u2 t + . a2 '

a2 -

_2

4

. This sets indices for revolution with angular velocities
«). and c/̂ 2 in tne index diagram (complex surface).
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The projection of these indices onto the vertical axis of
the diagram gives the instantaneous values of the voltages and
currents.

is the angle between the voltage index and the current
index of a stator phase (phase angle).

gives the phase angle of the rotor.

With ^-i and tf2»
 we se't the values of U^ and U2 fixed at

time t = 0.

c. We find as a condition for synchronous operation:

Substituting in eq. (19), this yields: S= (<£ - *) ) t
f / ^*

With regard to what has been stated under a, b, c, we can
write the voltage equations in complex form as follows:

i r l>]) + Lidt {•i1^
J(t"'L+ai""(|)i)} -

M21;jt V^V^-V.KCJ-

I e



After multiplying by the e-power, we find, for the terms
between the large brackets:

-i (to, t-2oj_t+a0-(|)0+6 +oii+ e JV 1 2 2 V2 o 3

The second, fourth, and sixth terms offered herein add up
precisely to zero.

For the voltage equation of the stator, we then obtain:

j , = R T
I 1 1 . I a t

M2lft



Performing the differentiation yields the following:

(20)

where M = - M12 = M21 is defined. (M12 = M21 follows from

the definition on page 21) .;

It is important that the ô's ^n "t^iese equations no
longer occur. If this is not the case, it will be shown that
the voltages (and, consequently, the currents) at the stator are
non-sinusoidal and non-periodic. The sum of the two sinusoidal,
periodic voltages of the different frequencies is in general
always non-sinusoidal and non-periodic.

It is not difficult to see that, during the symmetry, from
eq. (20), the stator equations for phases V and W can be found
by multiplying all the terms by

Solving the voltage equation for ro'tor phase u +vakes place
in the same manner as is given for stator phase '

We thus give only the result:
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We see that here the &)., no longer appear, so that at the
rotor as well the voltages and currents are sinusoidal and
periodic.

The equations also f ollowher.e_£sr Chases v and w by
multiplying respectively by \g-J311

 en e~'~
_ _ _ _ _

/j^We can divide equations ("20") arid (21) by <S'
e' * , respectively. What then remains are the equations from
which we can get the moduli (independent of t) of, and phase
shifts between, different quantities. Intact, it happens we
are looking at the situation t = 0 (e/ » /}> .

The choice of the time t = 0 is, however, perfectly free,
in view of the independence of t in the equations.

A -clever choice is to so choose t = 0 that S0 ( &W at t = 0)
is zero. Equations (20) and (21) change, relative to the above,
into:

>2M I,.

We now define the complex quantities:
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Then we can write the equations in complex form:

j o j , M I r (22) .

jt°2M ^s (23)

We shall now show that equations (22) and (23) also hold
for p = 2, 3, 4 and so on. For this, we return to Fig. 16 on
page 119. -

The angle o through which the Tot or must be turned to obtain
again from 4 = 0 a stator phase U and a rotor phase u opposite
to one another is 360° in the figure.

If, however, we do not have one, but p, coils per phase,
then we again have even after 36p/p° "U opposite u". There is
thus no ef f ectCqf the differenlf phases as given on page 21,
proportional to <8J?s <£/ 005 (a-r̂ Tf) sx\& so on, but to
6os Gf+^and so on.

For p d , we find, with <S = **>'£ + SQ and &<£>

^ )t y

In setting up eq. (22) and (23), we have assumed £ = 0.
The effect is then proportional to gas (pa) •=• e*os f<u) -<r- ti

Because p is no longer here, eq. (22) and (23) will thus
hold true generally. -



Power Balance; the Electromagnetic Couple /39

For the simplified power balance of eq. (10), P- = P2 + Pa,
we must now indicate three points.

1) P must be replaced by Pmech*
 This is tne mechanical

power which is useful to use, which is obtained by subtracting
the friction losses of the generator from the axle power Pa. As
for Pa, we shall consider Pmech positive if it is supplied to
the machine. We define Tê  as the electromagnetic couple of
the generator, then:

pmech = *>r Tel (24)

2) From choosing a positive current direction and voltage
polarity in Fig. 15, it follows that the electrical power is
also considered to be positive when it is supplied to the machine.
In the generator operation being discussed here, Pi is thus
negative (instead of positive, such as is assumed Tor simplicity
in Fig. 13 on page 114, --while P9 is clearly positive, as in
eq. (10).

3) Because we have introduced R-, and R£, the copper loss of
the stator (Pcui) and rotor (P̂ u?) is taken into consideration.
In the power Balance, we must subtract this from the supplied
power.

With this, we obtain for the power balance:

P! + P2 + Pmech - PC.U! ~ P£u2 = °

With the voltage equations (22) and (23), we can find
expressions for P]_ and Pp. P-, always equals 3 /?& /̂ §.°=Zy\7 and
P9 always equals /̂?&{̂ 'T7 7 (* means "supplied complex").
Multiplying eq. (22) by 31 s* and eq. (23) by '31̂.* yields:

*= 3 Ms- 1
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We take the real part of these equations and0we consider,
morq over,, .that I • I* = j I r (thus real) and | Is j = Ii ,
I i ̂  = 1 then ŵ .findT

/4Q

P, = 3 Re {U -I 'I
I —~S ~~o

P2 = 3 Re '{Ur-'l} =

3R 1. + 3 Re

[* + 3 Re {jouM I -I*}2 2 —& '-r i

Solution for the term£_Re C'HM V >J
with the definitions for Is and IT~givenrbn page 27.t-—thj ^*™X

We obtain:

Re { ~J (a

Re {

With this we find

Re {J
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According to the same specification, we can calculate;

Re JI^-I} = - I,I2sin(a2-a1-<|>2+*1) .

The equations are then changed to:

P, = 3 Re

= 3 Re {U^i} = 3R2I - 3a),,M

In these equations, we can already recognize the terms
3% 1^ and 3R2 12 as p/»ul and p/»u2*

NB: If we have, as in Sect. 2.a.2, neglected the Copper
losses (R,= R£ = 0)> w® then still have to prove here the
assertion found in that section: P-^ : P£ = t3-\ • ̂ 2 (the minus
sign follows from the definition used here for PI•)
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When we add up the power equations for P-^ and P2, we find: /41

Pl + P2

Equating with P- + P2 + Pmech - P/?ul ~ P/?u2 = °
ields; ^ c/yields:

P , = 3(u,-oO M I I sin(a -a -4)9+(j) ) en met co = u + pu_:
mech 1 2 1 2 z l Z l 1 / r

P = 3 p a) M II sin(a -a - < ( ) „ + < j > , ) (26)
mecn r r 1 2 2 1 2 1

For the electromagnetic couple, with Te]_ = Pmech / ^r' we ;Cinci

= 3 P M

Equation (27), together with the voltage equations (22) and (23),
forms the machine equations.
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Similarity to a Normal, Synchronous Generator

We shall now demonstrate that the couple equation (27) and
the voltage equation for the stator (22) can be recast according
to the equations usually used in the literature (and also the
most clear) for a normal, synchronous generator.

For the voltage equation of a (normal) SG, we can write:

; 2j = R|Ii + Jw]L]Ii + Ju iM /2 *| X'5 with the notation used
here) . . 1

in which

•£,-'• = Uj en ^j = Ije^*! (n.b. Ug = l^e^l , 1^ = 1^^]

I is the rotor (direct) current, as is "seen" from the
s"tator; thus as an alternating current with angular frequency
*) -L and effective value Ir / fT? .

We write here in the voltage equation for the DSG stator /42
&s =/?,£. •rJt£lLtIs -t-ĵ MIrj ) and if we recall that the
difference between U-, and Ug and'between ̂  and Is fit only in
another choice for time t = 0, then the similarity is all the
more clear.

For a normal SG. it is usual to transform the term ĵ /i
through -£- • E (=|dLl) called the pole wheel voltage. It is
the voltage generated by the rotor in the stator, which in the
unloaded .state (1^ = 0) is equal to the phase voltage U^.

The angle between U-i and -/D is the load angle (usually)
called^. ~± p
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The voltage equation for the SG changes with this to the
known form:

We will now do the same with eq. (22j< For this purpose,
we first multiply these equations by. e ~J ' • Then from the
equation obtained:"

u,

we see that we must define:

-*p -Epe
j° = JU]M

M I ej(a2 -°l - *2

so that

E = (o M I ' <ZS)<1 0 = (a - a,p 1 2 2 ]



If we change to the notation here U-, = U^ and JT, -X/ e '' >
we find the same equation for the voltage equation for the DSG
stator:

(28)

With eq. (28), we can now also set the couple equation in
a known form:

- - - —" ------- E • ^
T = 3 £ u, I. sinO = 3 ?- U -;~- sinG \

e l c o I k u 1 u,].., >

f- Jtf -5

From Ae, 1̂ 3U. '.2" J , we find, in the same way as on
page 29 as follows : x

= 3 R]i + 3 Re {-E-I*} .

For P-ĵ  - 3R1I1
2 = PI - P/T. » we find on Page 30

- 3
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From eq. (26), it then follows:

p, - I?..., w, \
P pw \

mech r \

If we now substitute that in here, we obtain:

', 0),
K ' V '•= - -^- P = - —1 T

P ~~' pw__ mech p el '

V/e calculate, using eq. (28)

u +

W1LT
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Thus

- E

With this, we write:

3 Re {- E • 17}
-p -1 J°

•21
U,e J?. - E e"

= 3 Re {E e j u ( -!
P w,L

1 1

= 3 ^L, '^ .cosC^O) -Ecos |}>- sin9

With

3 n

moch

we find:



l

T ~ U E

L
el ~2 Ul En sin ° (29)

The advantage of equations (28) and (29) is that (espec-
ially in neglecting the small term R]_Ij.) , it leads to a very
clear index disgram of the stator voltages and currents.

In particular, the effect of the size of I2 (£p) and
of Ta (•* Te^) is simple to review.

Fig. 17 gives the index of stator voltage and at the
same time the network voltage (|UjJ = Ui is constant).

^ is a measure of Te^; in the stationary state,
T
el^

T
a- - £~ is the index for pole wheel voltage. The mod-

ulus - £p (ED' *-s Proportional to I2.

If the point - £- for a particular value of I2 (U~)
comes precisely at the point P, . then jĉ >/L/̂ / J_ . &, exists
such that I-, lies exactly at the length of U-t . 7 ̂  is then
180°, thus I-^sin <f = 0 and cos 4*^ = 1 (not idle power).

With an increase in I2, the point - £~ comev' out above P
on the dotted line (as drawn in Fig. 17). ~" Angle f^ is then
greater than 180°; the generator delivers idle power.

With a decrease in I2, the point - £ will fall below
point P on the dotted line (still at constant Tgi^Ta) ' the
generator then assumes idle power from the network ( 4^ ̂  180°)

The voltage equation for the DSG rotor (eq. 23) naturally
cannot be rewritten according to the (direct) voltage equation
of the normal SG rotor (Ur = Rrlr) •

NB: For ̂  = ° / for e<3- (23) for Hr = R2lr ' it seems we
must then still consider that this equation does not hold for
the entrie rotor circuit, but only for a phase of the rotary
current winding.

Still, the advantage of eq. (23) is in recasting in an-
other form. We do this as follows. With the complex numbers
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written out, we find, for eq. (23) after multiplying by

U e^-2 = K T * • T T
2 K2L2 JW2 2 2 + J(02M

The last term herein yields, after multiplying by

,TT • . """• ;
je~J2 (=1) : '

ff
If we assume that & =o{ -<* ~ ̂  +-5 , then we find

«< / ** *&

(30)

In the following section, we shall repeatedly make use of
the rotor equation in this form.

Similarity to a Transformer

The machine "eqaations (22) and (23) are, for &J - &} ,
equal to those for a voltage transformer. /

We shall develop this analogy further, because in the
following section we can make use of it successfully.
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It will appear that the DSG is conceived of as a voltage
and frequency transformer.

On page 28, , we find, for the voltage equation of the
DSG:

—s

(22)

(23)

We now split L^ and L2 so that at the transformer and for
for an asynchronous machine, it is usually:

- Llh + Ll

and

L2 =
 L2h

an<i ̂ 2h are called the main inductivities, L]_c and
L2s the current inductivities. Lih and L2h are defined so that;

' L l h = S.hS = M = W1 : W2 : w l w ?

2
(and thus T ' ihL?!i = M

£Text missing from original! /47
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with w-^ and W£ as the number of coils for a stator phase and a
rotor phase, respectively.

Equations (22) and (23) change herewith to:

ju,2M 1̂  (23a)

In both equations, the first term and the second, term of
the right /ŵ ber give the voltage loss the ohmic losŝ jlsicj ;>
resistance of the windings and the distribution (flux not coupled),

We define the remaining term as

L2h-r + JW9M :zn r 2 —s

then eq. (22) and (23) herewith change into:



When we write out Eg and E , making use of:

- = 1' = I (cosCa-*) + j si-s

I = I eJ(a2 (f>2) = I {cos(a9-4>0) + j sin(a0-<|
*- £- 2. L. C. £.

o
and M = L^h L£h> then we find:

{V— - *-

From this last, it follows that the arguments of ES and
E are equal, so that these indicators coincide in spite of the
value of 4) «

If we get Lih : L2h = wl2 : W22 so that ̂ tti / L2h = W1/W2»
then it follows herewith:

*

/ /- / /- Wl WlIf v/e define: /£' / - £s > /£,./ = £,- ' and v = ——• -—
we find: £* =^)£~ and £T = y£-f 2 '2/• 5 -r -s

Fig. l8a gives the substitution diagram for eq. (23b) and
Fig. I8b for V X eq. (22b).

Because .̂ =• -?J£$> -, we can also draw Figs, l&a and
for each with one voltage source "Ê ". Then we must consider
that such -^ substitution diagrams(complex) are calculated
quantities and not voltages and currents with physical meaning.



The actual rotor and stator quantities always have completely
different frequencies and thus may need be broken down into
one diagram.

Neglecting the distribution and ohmic resistance
(L1S := L2S = Of

 Rl = R2 = °)» eq* (22b) and (23b) change into
Ug = Eg-and-U = E • Because the neglected .terms are usually
small, relative to ES a*11* E, the following usually holds
(with £ = ?j£ and £ s -Jg ;/5 y

••' f ~*~ 5 / j

A9
U = vU. <Vt u = v U/ I . , —r —s

From this, we write as follows:

to 2 ' 1

which shows what we have done with a voltage-frequency
transformation.

From eq. (23a), it follows that. these approximations do not
hold true for very small values of ̂ 2 ("*O» because the term

in the right-hand member predominates instead of E ,
t is the single -term, -in -eq. 23a does not consist of" <^o^*

With reference to the above, we define: A ̂ - U -
where A 113 is consequently very small.

o write with ^For £{i = fc - -J It > we can also write, with

= (U2 - Er) + v(Eg - U,).



We define:

AU22 = u2 - Er 0* AU2 ] = v(Eg - u , ) ,

so that ,AU = AU 2 1 +

If - £ ^ c E r » R2Ir + Ju2L2sir > then

~ Er = A U22 's K
2

I2COS *2 + OJ2L2sI2sin

If JU.-J and |K | » |R.I + J O J . L , i I ! i then
'— 1 ' J. O J . ,
'— s1 ' 1— s J 1 1 s— s

v IE I - v lu I = v(E - U ). =. A U ? . = - v(R,I ,cos
I — S ' — S S I * • *

UnderJthe set conditions, it then holds as an approximation
for A U2, that:

(U2L2sI2sin ^2 ~ ^^.j1!003 ^ + u i l j i I, sin <f> ) .

If the machine delivers watt and idle power to the network
(aos <f,<-0\ 3/s> *fr •*• 0)> then all the terms herein are
positive. If the machine delivers only watt power to the
network and takes its idle power from the network (ACS <f, < 0j
3//j e# >• 0 , then the last term is negative.

In the expression found for A U2> only the term ^
/?# Z, 4f5& is not dependent on <̂ 2 (NB: 5̂ - *£/*< / '̂̂ r'-
For small values of 2» these terms, predominate. Because 1/2
and Er are also smaller with decreased t^^ ^

or small values of /5Q
U2 and Er in the large order comes from R2l2' the



approximation for 4 Uoo and conseauentlv fr». A n
be used (see stipulation p.° «)!£"?£ £ *2* CSLno lonSer, _. c „.«**, *>• --'•;• ror cMg = &, ff the
approximation fits very well. For y =0:U2= ^ U2

 = 2̂̂ 2

We can now make use of the following formulae:

For the voltage equation for the stator:

, r. (22)

= R +
(22a)

(22b) '•'

with

with



For the rotor voltage equation:

* *-r -2" -s • (23)

- ^r + >2L2sIr
 + JV2hIr + >2M 4 ' (23a)

-r = Vr * ja)?L7 : + E '
___1 r Lf?n_..~r — — • - _ " (23b)

with

J^o -
- i\nj.« -t- 161-1, I - /.> M T „ J *." ' <f , /

(30)
U 2

e 2 = V-2

*
Furthermore, we find:

^ and £ ̂ ̂  with

For the couple equation, we use only:

x
el

(29)
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Resuming, we find in the section on the DSG, the following /5.1
features.

On the side of the stator, the DSG displays in all
respects the behavior of a normal synchronous generator.

None of the stator quantities depend on the
synchronous operation Ck) =• *3 +• f> <̂ rJ of the number of
generator revolutions.

The required rotor voltage Up, which must be delivered
by the converter, 5 is practically entirely determined
by the number of generator revolutions.



2.a.4. Special Properties of a Combination /52
Windmill -DSG

Using what was set forth in the preceding section for the
DSG, a theoretical study can be carried out for the properties
of electricity generation with a DSG which is driven by a
windmill.

We begin by refining the requirements of Sect, l.b.l. in
the machine equations (28), (29), and (30).

NB: In these equations, we consider the machine constants
(R]_, R2, L^, L2, and M) as known.

The voltage at the stator is the network voltage.
For phase Ui for which eq. (28) is set up, ̂  s//> &o.t ***,) =
-̂/tet Ct) thus must hold, in which unet (t) is the

voltage of an arbitrary phase of the network, as a function
of t. The quantities U]_, &J/ , and *^i» which enter into
the machine equations, are consequently fixed.

The power coefficient Cp must be kept at the value
C.pO by letting the number of mill revolutions nm vary
proportionally to vw, such that ̂ **%- =̂ ĝ, always holds.
It is possible to do this because the number of generator
revolutions < r̂ / 3W can be controlled with the converter
frequency &)? according to «*^ - eJ, //* - t̂ /p , while
the number of mill revolutions is directly obtained from
the number of generator revolutions, because the mill
shaft and generator shaft are coupled to one another v
a rigid transmission. At a- specif ic wind velocity, ^
must consequently have a certain value, so that ^)2 in
eq. (30) is then fixed.

is also fixed in a stationary condition for a
specific vw, because the electromagnetic couple then
makes a' balance J with the shaft couple presented. In
neglecting losses or the friction couple of the generator,
Ta = Tel'

In equations (28), (29), and (30), we then keep Ii, *f , -^ j
& , U2, and ̂o

 as unknowns (not fixed quantities), while we
can only solve ror 5 of these 6 unknowns from the equations
(5, because two of the equations are complex). (We do not
consider Ep as unknown, because it follows directly from I2») /53

Because we have five equations in six unknowns, we can set
another quantity to a known value with one of the non- fixed
quantities (unknowns).
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Naturally, we take this liberty to set the cos <=f-j_ to a
known value with U2«

The things mentioned agree with what has already been set
down on p. 14:Q "The voltage of the converter must be controlled
in frequency and amplitude, in order to be able to adjust for
Cpo the requirement nm ( £ r) and the known cos *?]_• L-sial

For this purpose, two control signals must be supplied for
the converter, which define the values of the voltage and the
frequency. We shall go further into this here.

Control of the Maximum Power Point by Controlling
the Converter Frequency <*)?

From the fact that we are concerned with a synchronous
generator, it follows that we cannot change cb? abruptly, and the
machine is then always falling out of phase;. ;£n synchronous- ̂
operation, *>,//> * ̂  //=> + «*V must at least hold for those values
of ^J averaged over time. Only small deviations in the
instantaneous values of the angular velocity are permitted. This
is because the stator rotary field (angular velocity -̂i/p) and
the rotor rotary field (angular velocity &>/2 f ̂ r ) are bound
elastically, as it were to one another.

For such small deviations, the load angle <^is altered such
that the thus developed change in Tei (eq. 29) provides for
restoration of the. balance s° that the relation ^ /f> - ̂ /̂p
•f tJf, remains true. Any "adjustment of < 2̂ thus must be such that

r̂ can adapt, moreover, so that the machine stays in phase".

The control signal with which the converter frequency 2̂ ^s
set can be obtained in two different ways, namely by using a
forward control at which the required <*X> is set from v£?) or by
using an adjustment with feedback, at which * 2̂ is determined
exactly from the value of Pnet (Fig. 13, p. 114)£̂ )

The forward control makes use of a known property, namely /54
that T̂ must be kept proportional to V^ at ̂̂ ^̂ .0 and thus
keeping Cp = Cpo. The herein required proportionality constant
can be determined beforehand.

Fig. 19 shows the block diagram for such a control. The
wind velocity Vy/ is measured. The peaks in v^ (t) during
high inertias will not lead to comparable peaKs in Pa(t). By
always integrating Vy (t) over a certain time At, we obtain a
function vmeas (t) which.for the correct choice of At, such that
thence the path of Pa(t) can be easily derived. The value of
At must be determined from the time which passes before an
increase in v^.is followed by an increase in Ta.



For vmj_n ̂  vw£.vk, the function generator delivers a control
voltage which is proportional to the required value of p<*) for

For vk.£vw£vmax , the control voltage no longer increases,

/

If vmeas^vm± or vmeas>v , the equipment must be takin
out of operation.

The control voltage for the converter is finally obtained
by subtracting the output voltage of the function.generator from
the voltage which is proportional to a)-̂  (naturally, with the /55
same proportionality constant as for the function generator).

The converter must then naturally be so set up that it
delivers the known 6^2 through this control, while changes in
/*̂ 2 occur sufficiently slowly that the synchronous operation
remains guaranteed.

In general, a forward control works less accurately than
control with feedback. There is no control for the set purpose.
In this case, "under given (weather^conditions which encounter
adjustment, whereby as large an electrical power as,possible is
generated to deliver (Pnet) to the network", it is also indeed
achieved. The control is good when Pnet is measured and 1^2 i-

s

always controlled for the value at which Pnet is greatest.

With such control (with feedback), the correct value of 2̂
is thus found, without letting vw, Cp, Jt,, etc. rise.

Control of ^2 i-s> then, a search procedure; the greatest
/ dt must always be determined for each change in ^2*

In the .direction in which ^2 i-s changed a little, one must be
careful that the machine does not fall out of pĥ se. Secondly,
it is again "observed" for dPnet / dt and again rixed how ^2
must change, and so on.

Such control is more complicated in construction than
forward control.

Control of cos <f with the Converter Voltage
' neL

We have already stated that cos <$ is set at a known value
by controlling the voltage U2 delivered by the converter over a
rotor phase.

1
We assume here that the converter gets no idle power from
[words missing in original document],
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We actually find also that the required rotor voltage in the
first approximation is defined by the rotor frequency A)?'
according to U2 ̂  ^U^.

It is the small deviation 4 1)2 of this value of U2 determined
by <*>2 which defines cos ̂  (we define: A U2 = U2 " "

Therefore U2 can be very accurately controlled.

When we allow the converter voltage U2 to be determined by /56
a control voltage which is derived from the difference between
the known phase angle ^ and the actual phase angle ^, then
this means that the information in this control voltage must also
be over the value of <fc)2» ^2 is always determined for the most
part by &/2 ( yUi) _and"only-f or ̂a small "part (d Up) by the load
conditions and Wie known cos y '.,. Therefore, it is better to
let the converter voltage depend on the set & 2> as ^ar as the
part A Ui is concerned.

For this, a coupled frequency- voltage control is necessary
which the output voltage of the converter provides at a definite
frequency 2̂

 at approximately the correct value (U2 =

In addition, a special voltage control must then be present
which the required rotor voltage sets exactly (All?) for a
specific cos f̂ i. This voltage control must get its information
from the difference between the (set) known p/>ose angle JP--̂  and
the measured phase angle. '

From the substitution diagram of Fig. 13 (and from the
approximation derived for A l̂ T* we see that the requirement for
4 U2 for a specific cos ̂ i, is determined for ̂ relatively
small ohmic resistances and distribution inductivities.

> R2» Lls» L2s) oi> tne generator.

With regard to the design of the DSG, we can therefore
conclude that besides the known advantages of a relatively large
slit width in the SG, there is an extra advantage here that the
accuracy with which cos j?-\ can be set increases with the size
of the air slit width. A large air slit width always means
greater distribution and thus larger L-[S and L2s, while Lih,
L2h» and M are correct by decreasing. The ̂  U2 required for a
certain load condition will therefore decrease, while T/UI, is
not altered.

The value of A U2 = 4 U2 - >"'.-' will consequently be . ,

greater, which is a known clarification for the requirement,
relative to the control accuracy of U2» Naturally, .larger



and R2 have this same advantage, but an increase herewith means
an increase in copper loss.

The increase in the required rated power, which involves:
an increase in the air slit width, will lead to very small losses.

Overload Capacity of the Generator

Intr oduc t i on

We shall now look at how much danger exists that the
generator will be drawn out of phase by a sudden increase in
wind velocity. Of interest here is the value of the overload
capacity 0.

We define:

0 =
Tel, 0

With Teijk as the /(unknown) couple, that is the
electromagnetic couple for which the generator falls out of phase,
assume that the converter voltage and frequency are not controlled
(U and constant).

Tel,k is thus Tel at

T
el.k E sin

And with Te]_ Q
 as the electromagnetic couple for the

condition ̂ ^̂ -̂ .0 (maximum power point) at a specific &)r j
CO < p̂ 'Z îs. If we use the index 0 for the appropriate
quantity at Te^ o and the index k for the appropriate quantity

' tne~n~5.t,k follows from -the couple equation -(29) :



0 - e'\J — = i *__ / O i \

T , E sin 0 < 3 1>el,o p,o o

The greater 0 is, the less the danger of falling out of phase.

NB : In neglecting friction losses for the generator,
T & T .. under stationary conditions, so that T , n = c «<\.
(Iq. «, p. 18). el'° r

For p *) i = A and V > ^ " *>**)' T , and*' ,
thus 0 are not defined. We shall in this case define O
as the ratio between the (unknown) couple and the full-load
couple.

In Fig. 20 is the index diagram for the stator equations
for a given specific load condition. The resistance R-, is
neglected here, because it is very much smaller than ̂  Z/s,
especially for a machine with a somewhat larger air slit width.

It can be concluded that L,, is. inversely proportional /58
to the (effective) air slit widtn. Although L^g increases with
increasing air slit width, the increase in L^ will predomin-
ate.

For a given 1^, the value of ^ -̂// **" /s'-̂ / will con-
sequently decrease for increasing air slit width, so that the
angle & also decreases (Fig. 20) .

The value of 0 (eq. 31) thereby decreases and the danger
of falling out of phase decreases. (We say that a large air
air slit is also favorable for the controllability of cos
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For a given T , , the value of & sin is fixed for a /59
specific machine (Fig. 20) . When idle power is delivered
to the network C<^ > 7?)̂  - the angle & is smaller than when
idle power id taken up from the network

Because a certain ratio will exist between ft , and
£ g, tne value of O at ̂  > W is thus greater*5 tnan at
' f, < 7T (eq. 31) . /

We assume that ̂  ^ 77 is not known as a stationary
condition, and further that it originates from ^ - j?~ (<20s J? •*<
~ - /J as a stationary condition with the greatest danger
of the machine falling out of phase.

g; Q and ^ in eq. (31) are then the values £ and & ,
which gS'with Tel'"= Tel Q and cos ̂  = -1.

With this definition of 0, we start with an uncontrolled
converter. In actuality, the converter control reacts well
for a change in Tê . <^ always decreases for an increase
in the angle & '.. The voltage control of the converter reacts
to this with an increase in U^. I? and £ will thereby also
increase, such that 4 is again 180°.

The value of 0 is then also designed to give the im-
pression of the required control velocity for the voltage of
the converter.

0 at Full Load and

We shall begin with the overload capacity to select for
full load. The angle & is then the greatest. We have seen
full load in Sect. 2. a. 2. as it occurred for f ^ y ^
In that * "" vv -
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case p^r ~ **/ and ^ '
changes herewith into U2 =

The rotor equation (30)

As the converter voltage is not controlled (1)3 constant),
1 2 and thus Ep are constant. If we define Tei v , EP)V> & v,
and Ov as the values Ten, Ep, & , and 0 under 'stationary
conditions for full load ana <> *• jr , the'n:

0 = —
v T

cl,k

el,v

p,k

p,v
sin 0

v

and with = Ep > v constant:

< o
sin 8

This is, as was expected, the expression for the normal /60
synchronous generator. For a generator with a somewhat larger
air slit width, = 30° is a normal value. Substituting,

an increase in v

this yields: Ov = 2.

When in this case (.v. £ vw £
 v m^^ ,

provides an increase in^a, the cos ̂ ^ control may only
temporarily provide for a greater converter voltage (generator
Ep). In order to anticipate generator overload, it must be
provided for that Ta again reaches the maximum existing value
.(for stationary 'conditions) .
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0 for Partial Load and
—̂ *̂̂ *.̂ —̂ m̂ m̂ *̂ ***m~̂ ^̂ ——-̂ -———v—

For %/y ^
 v £ . j , the generator is less severely

loaded, and £><& + <3 and
/ c /

If we again start with an uncontrolled converter, then there
are two important differences 'from the full lead conditions with

For a smaller load, I]_ and thus * ^ *'-/
smaller, so that the angle & is smaller than for full
load,

If , ; as holds for *^2 = ° >
 Ep is constant

(Ep ̂  = EP>Q )» then a larger 0 is delivered .(eq. 31), so
that the danger of falling out of phase is smaller than
with full load.

However, because the rotor equation contains no more
terms, Ep will not stay the same for constant U2 and
changing Tei, so that here Ep^ ^

 Ep,0 •

In order to know for sure that overload capacity for partial
load is greater than for full load, we must thus show that
Ep k -^ Ep,0 always holds for partial load, irrespective of the
value of '<^n, provided that 0 ̂  & < & and irrespective
of the value of ̂ >2- * *

If we derive the relation between Ep and <^from the voltage
equations, then it results that this indicates not such a clear
expression as above.

This is no more possible at the hand of a construction in
the index diagram, starting with constant U2 and <£̂ 2'

Only by using an artifice (I2 contains a constant instead of
U2) can we show the above for not too low values of 2̂.

For the artifice mentioned, we need an index diagram, in /6l
which in addition to the stator quantities, rotor quantities can
also be indicated.

Fig. 21 gives such an index diagram for a specified ^Q and
^/ =• - TT' • It is obtained by using the voltage equations on
p. 45.

In Fig. 22, a part of it is indicated once more (thick).
In the same figure, starting with this diagram at ^ = ̂ 3, , the
diagram is constructed for & = TT/a, and Ep)k = Ep 0 (thus assume
that I2 is constant, (thin). '
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We see that the required U2 (IUrJ ) for &~ ^? is smaller /62
than the required U2 at 0 = 0 -

From this, we can (for the case shown here) draw the
following conclusions.

When we hold U2 and ^2 constant (instead of !£» and thus
Ep), as the definition of 0 requires, then U2 at 0 = "fife is
greater than necessary for Epfk = Ep Q .

From the substitution diagram in Fig. l£, we see that as a
result, 12 is greater at ^- *%z , so that Epfk>Ep Q .

From eq. (31), it then follows that the overload capacity
here is greater than at full load.

In order to come to general conclusions from/this special
(indicated) case, we must show that the cause of the decrease
in the required U2 for increasing & (which we use in the proof)
a general [words missing in original],

We can write, for U?: U =-jJtf.+Att and for AU ~A^- * /63

Because VU]_ is constant (at constant ^2 which we always
start with), we must thus show that:"

---_ - - _ . _ . ; . - •

of Q = O > AU + A = ' »" E

However, we cannot show that it always holds.

We see in Fig. 21 and 22 that, starting from $/=-&' at
&- &o , it always holds that 4^, &M, -£~y) f or increasing
angle ^, and constant Ep decreases. For ̂

 U22' ̂ we can only
show that this changes so little for values of ^2 ^or which
(̂ j/̂ 5̂  & fij* , for increasing angle <£**, that the decrease in
A U2i will certainly predominate.

Only for this case (not too small values of ^2) can we

thus directly conclude that the overload capacity is certainly
greater than in zero load.

We can indicate the abovei. as follows.

We find the smallest possible value of A 1)22 f°r a
at zero load (&0=0jĴ  =0). In the index diagram Ej. and jEr then
are practically perpendicular to each other, so that A& ^

21).
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When the slanting side of the triangle ^^, ""Ĵ ŝ̂ r at
^ - ?& lies exactly on the length of the index Er, A U22

 nas

the maxiimim value at & = *. :

_ thus for

/ta" , even in the most unfavorable case in which u is
maximum at , the decrease in A 2̂2' predominates, as
mentioned above.

A When 6^2
 lias a smaller value than that at which

X^g , then it requires 0 smaller than Ov not be maintained long.
First, &Q will be greater than zero in the stationary output /6k
state, so that J U2? there is greater than 2̂L2s » while there
is no probability that 4 U22;-is exactly maximum at

Secondly, a small increase in A 1122 still does not directly
mean an increase in A U2» because 4 U2i decreases for increasing
angle ts/c]o

Thirdly, when A U? finally nevertheless increases with
increasing angle ^, tnis also does not directly imply that 0 is
smaller than Ov , because for this small a load (y ^ y < v )
sin #"Q is till smaller than sin ̂ v (eq. 31). * w *

We can conclude that the most critical situation occurs
for very small values of ̂ 2'

 Tne machine then turns at about
full load, so that sin < 0̂ is not much smaller than sin &v , w
while <̂ / (~ TJ&Jj L/sjT)\.s> so small that its favorable effect on
0 practically disappears. ... .....

In Fig. 23, the (small) part of the index diagram in which
U occurs is shown for a small', value of &) (g*'y>f£j L
™™JL^ A ** / \. •* •3 ' ̂  4 3.S ' a

Er will hardly change for changing angle ^, because i/ is
very small.

At constant U2
 the point of the index Uj. is On the dotted

arc.

If <£*- 5% , !_ has the same direction as D- (Rpl-̂  vertical).-<. —x — o c- r

The index R̂ Ir is then much smaller than at 0 - & (U. ~
E .*. 0 T ) » so that 12 (E_) is smaller for & - /TV̂ . r

£— ' '^^ ~£~f- * P

Ep,k is in this case consequently smaller than Ep>k . [sic].
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If we set &Q = 30°, we neglect ̂ 2L2s and îLls relative
to R~, and we approximate the arc by a horizontal dotted line,
then: "Hoi- at & = <&"= 2 X "Rolr at %̂'> so that
Ep,0 = 2 Ep,k and 0 = 1 (eq. 3D-

This means that stable operation under these conditions
is impossible.

The larger R2^2 is relative to Er for these small values of
& 2> the farther out the dotted line of the arc lies and the ><x
less thick is 0 in the most critical situation at one.

It can be shown that for not too small values of L2s / ^2^
(i.e. for a somewhat larger air slit width), the situation
"tJ J. «• ff and £ ^̂ .̂  will not occur, Cs/cJ,,

We- must not conclude that for the required wind velocity
for the converter voltage, the situation in this area (&) « «Jj"
&e& is defined.o v

Finally, when 2̂
 is so small that Er is much smaller than

> "the situation approaches rapidly at which ^2 = 0 a11^
U2 = R2I2. -

It is possible, with a free large approximation, to".- ^
record an entirely simple relation between the ratio ,vw ̂  / vw ,-,
(index k f or G-'T/Z; \* index o for &= ̂  )^ ; and the'
overload capacity 0. Vw ^ and Vw g "then must be interpreted
as the wind velocities as follows 'from Ta and thus not defined
instantaneous values of vw (-although they can also naturally be
at constant wind speeds).

From 0 = T̂...̂  and Tel 2 Ta , it follows that:

O - T , ..~£lj0u ~ ia , —k^-tv^ ;
Ta,0 ' •

From constant 2̂ (definition of 0), it follows that 2̂
is constant, so that:

to T . p \
0 = _.r a'k = a,k

0) T p ~
r a,o 3,0
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From Pa = Cp77m Pw (eq. 6,, p. 7) , it then follows that;

c
o = _J

n P-P,o m,o w,o

NB: ^el 0 (̂ Ta,0 ) is defined as the electromagnetic
couple at >^-=^ (<2 ^^ Jfor a specific ^J (o < <d < cJ )

yr ^,— O 3D pO r f / ' *

If we assume that m̂ (the mechanical output of the mill
remains constant, (^^x^ = ̂ ,m.n ))» then we find further
with P,.,A/vw-̂ :

0 = -P-ji. (
C v
p,o w,o

Because ^) is constant and vv k
>vw,0 >

and Cp k<cp,0 ^̂ -̂"̂ f̂fî /̂ > W1 "̂ nm-*' ̂ r and constant
it follows that: \.^ fa ).

Now the value of Cp ̂  / Cp Q at given vw ̂  / v n is not
so simple to give. ' '

In the first place, this value depends on the type of mill
(Fig. 4» P» 100), and in the second place no simple relation
is given between Cp andx^for a given mill type.

In order to nevertheless get some idea of the increase in /6?
Ta for an increase in vw and constant ̂ r> we shall use, for

the free large approximation

C Vpo o



With this and with f̂'A/ > we find for 0:

i 0 = Ji ( !^A }3 = Vo v
w,k 3 ,vw,k .2M° v«.o v* ( v;> = (»—•>

So that

w,o

It is easy to see that in the same way

Vw,v

with vw v as the wind velocity at which Tei = Tei>v

Temporary Control with £ Q

We always start from the fact that Ta ̂  Te]_ and that to an
increase in Ta (vw) there must correspond an increase in Ep
(increase in converter voltage) to provide for the generator
remaining in phase and cos <sP\ having a known value.

Changes in t̂)2 (the frequency of the converter) will have
no effect on this. The stator quantities which play an important
role in this are always completely independent of

There is, however, a conceivable situation in which there
can occur decreases, although temporary, in *$J2 (

so l°nS as there
can, thus long p<£ < cJ , so that the machine falls out of
phase. ' r '
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This situation occurs whe, for increasing vw , the difference
between Ta and Te^ Q is used to accelerate at the rotor. Te]_
then initially remains equal to Tel,0 •

Naturally," this cannot be -imposed ) as ^L • Only when the
possibility exists of deriving the converter frequency for an
increase in v_ (Ta) from the number of rotor revolutions (instead
of letting $ follow from w-^ and < 2̂ as usual) is this
realizable.

Through Ta - Te^ Q , ^r will then increase, whereby ^2
decreases. When, however, <*) 2 has reached a value at which
st^ ̂ŝ a (̂ fy~̂ f?k .2 mus"t, in order to have the optimal
situation, be again v imposed;̂  (held fixed at this value). /68

Then voltage control of the converter still provides for
the correct rating (Ep).

Copper and Iron Losses in a DSG

For the copper loss in the stator and rotor, we find,
respectively &.ui;. = V3R1I1

<i and

The relation between I* and I2,
 anc^ thus between PX:UI

 and
depends, among other tnings, on the angles 4> -^ andc ^-.

For illustration, we choose the case in which Ŷ = 30°
and <f-\ = ISO0. Fig. 24 gives the part of the index diagram
which is of interest here (compare Fig. 21).

If we choose index v for the quantity at full load, then /69
here:

E =2 w.L.I. --^ u.M I0 =2 W.].,!,p,v 1 1 1,v 1 2,v 1 1 I ,v

so that

Llh
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load,
If we want Paui and P.*.U2 to be equal to each other at full

p = p
cul ,v cu2 ,v

R.I2

1 l,v

then : R2 =
2 2

: w2

We can sketch the path of P>»ui and P/>U2 as a func
P1. For P-,ui , it clearly follows that P*ul I]_ and
Pl^Ii : P/nil/l/pl * p/»u2 as a function or P^ we deriderive as

From Fig. 24, it follows in this case that U-t = '3'^-i L-
= 2e\ Li I-, ,ro. If &•<<& while f^ = IBO°, then
»! LI 1^2 i 'ffZ . ^ /

From

p,v P,v

it follows, after substituting the expression found for U-i and
Ev in the right-hand /nember:

(2
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thus:

I9 P o P^ _ C U 2 _ 1 1 2

i? = r~T = 5 ( 7~~"}2,v cu2,v J i v

In Fig. 25, PUI > P/5..- » and pc (normalized atn g. , QUI > /5..-2 » an cu n o r m a z e a
P™ -,r = 2Pr«iil v = 2P...O ./< are sketched as functions of Pn/ CU » V -. . a i n •»£*•'•'•*» v J X(normalized at P̂  v̂ r

We can still calculate that in this case, P û / P^ has a /70
minimum at . ^

II . -J- « 0,77 ,
Pl,v "l.v

while

I ,V

At Px / P1>v = 0.6, P^u / P! is again equal to P^^ / P1>y

The iron losses (Ppe) are divided into hysteresis losses /?!
(pFe,h ) and cyclone losses

The iron losses in the stator (P]Pel̂ x are practically
constant because Ui and <£-* are constant, while for the voltage
induced at the stator (Es 7, Es always Jfr U-|_.

/

The iron losses at the rotor are not constant. It follows
from the practically constant £̂  /̂  Ĉ ./̂  -̂ £S/*L <* ̂ /̂tĴ
W ££ /tf *) ) that the rotor flux is nearly constant, out because



2 is not constant, PFe2 h •
/t/ A) 2 and Ppe2 w

hold.

The rotor iron losses are greatest at ^-*V (̂ r' ^j tne

machine then operates purely as a transformer) . At ̂  .=• £>
(pd ~*])i there are no iron losses. ^

In order to limit losses, the rotor must naturally be
laminated.

» In Fig. 26, the iron losses are sketched as a function of
p < 2̂ (and ̂ 2) ̂

or tne case in which, for tJ^ =• ̂  : Ppel = pFe2
and Ppe2,l

= ^Ee2 * 1^ is normalized at <^ and at the total
iron losses ror'

pe2, Ee w
lo '

If we start from the fact that P]_ as a function of r has
a path as given in Fig. 14, p. 117, C7} -c *}*>,:*), then for that
case, the iron losses can be shown as a function of P-̂ . Using:

1 p.

P

and

this is done in Fig. 27, in which P^ is normalized again at
Pl,v ̂ d pFe at pFe,n •
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Combining Figs. 25 and 26 finally yields Fig. 28, in which /73
copper losses as well as iron losses are recorded. Here is
set, next to the conditions mentioned, PCU = Ppe n = Pnorm .

It is certainly not said that the assumptions used here are
the most suitable ones for the DSG.

It operates here only as an example, that nevertheless
provides provides some insight.

2.a.5» The Converter /75

Up to now we have considered the converter as an ideal
voltage source, which yields a sinusoidal voltage, controllable
in amplitude and frequency.

Without going into a specific design for a converter, we
shall here bring forward a general view which we have to make
for every converter and which surely affects the whole design of
the DSG and converter.

For the working mechanism of the DSG, it is necessary that
a specific power P2 is supplied to a rotary current winding at
the rotor. This power is only defined through the shaft power
presented and the ratio between the number of generator /;'
revolutions r̂ and the network frequency &J-±. It is not of
essential importance either that the power delivered is at a low
voltage and high current or, inversely, at high voltage and low
current. This does have, however, an effect on the losses in
the DSG. Using machine theory, it follows that for a generator,
an optimal design is found at a free large rotor current, in
other words, for a relatively small number of rotor windings.

For a converter which must deliver that power P2» we can
show, however, that this will correctly have a high yield for a
much higher voltage and lower current (NB: if no impedance
adjustment takes place).

Fig. 9a (a part of Fig. 9, p. 106 ) shows this.

Because at least one connecting semiconductor component
enters into each converter, what now follows, which is related
to this, is generally valid.

The CSS contravenes, when this is conducting, at a (forward)
voltage drop. This voltage drop consists of a constant part
(intrinsic voltage drop) and a current-dependent part (resistive
voltage drop).

For a high current, the current-dependent part is large, /76
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while the total voltage loss is large relative to the output
voltage of the converter, which for high current is low for a
specific power to deliver (?£)• The loss that herewith exists
will therefore be larger as the current through the semiconductor
is larger, and thus as the converter voltage is lower. As far
as the current is concerned, moreover, it clearly follows that
the (inevitable) ohmic losses are small, the smaller the effective
value of the current.

The things mentioned show that the yield of a converter is
the highest for a load with a high input impedance (U / J),
while the optimal design of the DSG ( "a relatively small number
of rotor windings ") correctly shows-a low input impedance. /77

Thus an impedance adjustment is necessary. We can thereby
consider a transformer between the converter and the DSG. When
we take a relatively large number of rotor windings for the DSG
(for example, on the order of the number of stator windings),
we insert, as it were, the transformer into the DSG. A third
possibility, in which use is made of a new generation of
converters which are still in the process of development, is that
whereby the impedance adjustment takes place in the converter
itself.

What has been treated so far likewise holds for a converter
which delivers a pure sinusoidal voltage, as well as for a -•
converter which delivers voltage in which only the envelope is
a sine curve. However, in this last case, the problems.occurring
are greater.

The current-shape factor, /**̂  ~ *eff / -hneas ̂ s then

larger. The active rotor current, whicn the magnetic field
generates, is defined by iraeas > while the losses are determined
through ieff •

Another problem is that in such a case, moreover, the
maximum value of the current is much greater than the averaged
value, while this maximum value forms the limits both for the
components and for the working mechanism of a converter.

The previously mentioned new generation of converters then
also delivers a real sinusoidal output voltage.

Resuming, it can thus be stated that the optimum number of
rotor windings in a DSG is determined through the converter
design; naturally, such that all the herewith associated DSG
and converter losses being considered, one arrives at an optimum
design.
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2.b. Practical .Section

In this part of the report, results are given for a first
attempt at a generator which operates as a Double-feed
Synchronous Generator (DSG). The purpose oF the experiment was
to show that:

Synchronous generator operation at any revolution is
possible in the manner presented in the preceding section.

In neglecting losses, the powers are in the ratio of
P-^ : ?2 : Pa = &J / &J t P̂ r- > as is derived.

The experiment has a highly improvised character; use is
made of available means which for this purpose are far from
ideal.

The real interest in this experiment, however invalid,
nevertheless goes far beyond the results mentioned in this part
of the report. Much of the theory derived in the previous
section finds its origin in questions which were evoked in
"playing" with the experimental set-up.

2.b.l. Description of the Experimental Set-up

A synchronous slip-ring armature motor is used as a DSG, in
which the brush direction is intensified in order to make possible
permanent rotor supply (see further, p. 68).s"̂

The three-phase, direct-voltage / alternating-voltage
inverter (McMurray-type inverter) is used as a converter, which
is described in J.A. Wiersma's graduation paper (see further,

To drive":.the generator (in fact, the simulation of the
windmill), use is made of a pole-changeover, asynchronous motor.
With this drive-motor, the generator can be driveh-with full=load
revolution and with 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 load. Control of the
couple on the drive-motor (Ta of the generator) was possible in
two ways;:v 1) by controlling the motor voltage, which is made
possible because the motor is supplied from a controllable /79
transformer, and 2) by controlling the slip of the drive-motor.
Because in synchronous generator operation, the relation
&J/ - <*)A +/>̂ r holds, the value for <̂ r (and thus

 f-°J-the slip of
the drive-motor) follows from this equation when A}-, (network
frequency) and ̂ 2 (converter frequency) are imposed. By
controlling the converter frequency, the slip, and consequently
the couple, of the asynchronous drive-motor can be controlled,
while as a result of the steep-slope of the couple-revolution
curve, the number of motor and generator revolutions are only
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changed a little. This is sketched in Fig. 31. From point 1,
for example, point 2 is reached through an increase in voltage
(control transformer), for which r̂ is not changed, while
point 3 is reached by increasing the converter frequency.

Fig. 32 gives the construction of the experimental set-up /BO
with which the measurements are made at pt̂ .-̂ -*jj£&J and "?£ ^ -
The converter is here supplied from a direct-voltage network.
This is in contrast to the design sketched on p. 114 , Fig. 13,
in which-the converter is supplied from the stator of the DSG.

With the experimental set-up of Fig. 13, measuring is done
at p^f ~*4. The rotary-current winding of the rotor must then
be rated with direct current (̂ ,=- ̂  ~/=><̂ >. = &).

NB: Here the current in the windings of different
rotor phases is not the same.

Especially in machines with a small number of coils
per phase (p = 1 or 2), this leads to an uncontrollable
heating up of the rotor. Therefore it is better to take a
very low value of cb? instead of ^3 = 0« It appears that
it is possible to achieve this with the inverter used here.

The Generators Used /83

In Sect. 2.a.l. on p. 14, 1 /it has already been noted that
an asynchronous silip-ring armature motor can be used as a DSG.

Generally, an.ASM has a relatively small number of rotor
windings (w?) in relation to the number of stator windings
(w-̂ ), with the result that the nominal rotor current is much
greater than the nominal stator current. If such a machine
(W2 / W]_ ̂  1) is used as a "PS.G, then the converter (which,,deliv-
ers the rotor current) must be" suitable at low voltagej£\U2

• W2/wi-) • to give a very high'current. This requires a converter
with very sturdy semiconductor components, in .proportion to the
nominal converter power. " c

Therefore, what is sought after is an ASM with not too
different numbers of rotor and stator windings in each one.

In the table below ore presented a number of data for two
machines suitable in the industry association which provide these
requirements.
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/
a . s .m.

GI

GII

4
schijnbaar
vollast
vermogen

37.6 kVA

10.2 „

Ul

220 (380) V

220 (380) „

U20

70 (121) V

127 (220) V

3
V

vollast

57 A

15,5 '„•

I20

54 A

8,8 ,,

yp
pool-
parcn

2

2

W2
w

1

0.3

0,6

Key: 1. ASM
2. Apparent full-load

power
3. Ix, full-load
4. p, pole pairs

The index ̂ Q is the required effective value of the rotor
voltage in order to induce nominal voltage in the stator at
^&~^,j^r=&o -̂ 20 fsiej is the correspondingv^ya/lue of the

1 current .

In the colum/tffor U]_ and U20> the couple voltages are given
after the phase voltages.

From p = 2, it follows that the maximum generator revolution
(at &) = is 1500 rpm.

From the voltage equation of the stator, in which !-]_ = 0
is substituted and with the definition of I^o it follows that
the value of 120 does not depend on the number of generator
revolutions. • -, ,/

If we are not going to deliver watt power as well as idle
power, using the generator, to the network, then the sinusoidal
voltage induced in the stator from the rotor must have a higher
effective value than the network voltage. Irrespective of the
number of revolutions, a current is thus necessary there which
is greater than I2Q •
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When, as is the case for the inverter used, the rotor voltage
(and consequently the induced voltage) is not purely sinusoidal,
then we can only use the given value of 120 to obtain an overall
inducing of the required rotor current. .

Another problem that exists through the use of an asynchronous
slip-ring armature motor as a double-feed .synchronous generator
goes along with the fact that an asynchronous machine has as
small an air slit as possible, while the air slit in a synchronous
machine is much larger.

Because the main induetivity is inversely proportional to
the (effective) air slit width, this will, consequently, be much
larger for an asynchronous machine than for a synchronous one.

This has further consequences. An important consequence,
which is easy to observe using the index diagram of Fig. 17 on
p. 120, is that the load angle ^for an ASM used as a generator
will be much larger than the load angle for a comparable
synchronous generator under the same conditions. The danger of
falling out of phase is thus much greater with an ASM.

The Converter Used

The three-phase converter which was used in the experiment
was built in the past year by members of the industry association.
There is a converter of this type in the literature, known as
the McMurray inverter. The name "inverter" (instead of "converter")
is used here because switching on the thyristors is-provided
through the apparatus itself (here using idle thyristors and a
resonance ring.," In the following, therefore, we shall use the
name "inverter" for this apparatus. Fig..34 (from ref. [6])
gives the principal diagram for the inverter. The part with the
supply source (+ 110 v direct voltage), the main thyristors ('(&>)»
and the three-pKase load are indicated with heavy lines. A
diode is included antiparallel to each main thyrisTor, among
other things to make possible the delivery of an accelerating
current (inductive load). Switching off the main thyristors
takes place using two complementary idle thyristors and a
resonance ring, together with the commutation circuit mentioned
(see Fig. 34)• The most important properties which the inverter
makes available for our purposes are:

an output voltage which is adjustable over a wide range
of sizes and frequencies,

a practically non-homopolar component in the output
voltage,

and no harmonics with order number divisible by three.
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A number of differences, which are observed in the experiment
with the DSG in combination with this inverter, are associated
with the fact that the output voltage of the inverter is not
actually sinusoidal.

Fig. 35 gives the output voltages with their sinusoidal
envelopes. Each half-voltage consists of four pulses. The size
of the voltage (envelope) is controlled using the width of these
pulses (pulses width modulation).

The number of pulses per half period (here, four) forms a
compromise between the advantages of a large number of pulses
which occurs with higher harmonics and the disadvantage of the
(inevitable) extra energy loss through switching off the
thyristors repeatedly during the period.

2.b.2. Findings in the Experiment'„

The first and without doubt the most important result of
the experiment is that it was shown that the test generators
(GI and Gil) indeed operating synchronously can deliver power
to a public network at an entirely different generator revolution
than the normal synchronous revolution ( /7r = f-^ /j>(* 'rpm / sec),
provided the rotor is rated in the correct way with an angular
frequency c Â = <*), -̂ >̂ r. The generators must be synchronized in
the usual way for a synchronous generator, whereas the generators
"normally" fall out of phase.with too large a shaft couple.

The experiments were initially begun with a large 37.6 kVA
machine (GI). A problem here was that even with a high inverter
frequency <̂ 2' ^he impedance of the rotor circuit was still so
low that even at minimum inverter voltage (minimum pulsewidth),
the current was too high for the inverter. Therefore, forward
couple resistances must always be included in -,±he rotor circuit.

The rotor current which could be so obtained was not yet
sufficient to induce a supply voltage in the stator, with the
result that the generator always takes on idle power from the
network.

Nevertheless, it seems possible with this machine to deliver
a few kilowatts (watt power) to the network, both at about 1/3
and 1/2 of the normal synchronous revolution of the machine

This machine was clearly too large for further experiments,
in view of the equipment available.

In using smaller generators (Gil, 10.2 kVA) in the ,
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experimental set-up in Fig. 32, p. 133 , the following was ••$,
observed in the first instance.

I ̂  ' <*jl • ' «*", -2. C*J f1. For "f. - j /5's~£~̂ 'and g '//>; -the
synchronous generator draws on the network, where:

P r ~ ' ^ "

2. By controlling the rotor current I2, the rating
can be found, for a given shaft couple, at which the stator
current 1-̂  (= network current) is minimum.

In using the small generator with direct-current rating -
_^ -Oĵ yeJ.= &J, ; the set-up in Fig. 33, p. 135 ), the generator

can also draw synchronously on the network, while for each shaft
couple here, 1-^ can also be brought to .̂.minimum by ".adjusting.--i
the'rating. -

We shall now explain these findings further.

For 1: For operation at ̂ r-̂ -p' , for,vzhich the highest
rotor voltage is required (U2 = Vu^ with ̂pj&sjO, the maximum
effective inverter voltage very clearly appears to be too low.

The result of this is that even with zero load (P^=0), the
network at this revolution must deliver idle power Tor the rating
of the generator. At ̂-̂ ^ and ̂̂ ^̂ 1 , the generator
jcould J)e tested from zero load to full loa'af. However, theT

; commutator̂  drive-motor offers further a fourth possibility,
namely <z3r- ̂ i ' no experimenting could be done using the set-up
with the inverter (Fig. 32). In Sect, l.b.2., it appears that
with this inverter, no stable operation is expected for low
values of «a)o (f2 on the order, of a couple of Hz). Therefore,
measuring wi'tn tire set-up in Fig. 33 . (direct-current rating)
takes the place of this" measurement.

For 2: From normal synchronous generator theory, it is
known that for a given shaft couple, a minimum can be found for
the delivered stator current I-j_ by varying the rating current,
while the delivered (watt) power P-i remains practically constant
for changing rating current.

Also what this involves, and the DSG thus shows, as expected,
is the behavior of the normal synchronous generator.

V/ith the experiments at these revolutions, it is now truly
demonstrated that stable operation with a combination DSG and
asynchronous drive-motor is possible, but up to now no consid-
eration has been taken of the stabilizing influence which the
drive-motor exercises with its steep couple-revolution curve
over the whole. Because the couple-revolution curve of the
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windmill is much less steep (Fig. 5a, p. 105) ,r̂ -., it is necessary
to show that the DSG itself provides a sufficient stabilizing
effect.

A first proof of this is, naturally, the mere fact that /90
revolution of the motor-generator combination through the DSG
is defined by the relationship 4̂---£t^̂ - in which we give
A^2 a known value), and not through lihe drive-motor.

As additional proof of the stabilizing effect of the DSG,
we have allowed the asynchronous drive-motor operate at the
unstable flank of its couple-revolution curve, so that it is
irrefutably shown that the DSG can provide stability. This test
was carried out as follows. For nominal voltage at the .'."'
drive-motor, the generator was synchronized to the network at a
revolution of 1000 rpm (p̂ r- 3 ̂  j ̂

 s j~ ̂  ). By increasing
the inverter frequency ĉ )̂  a shaft couple was set up such that
1.5 kW is delivered to the network (point 1 in Fig. 36). By
gradually decreasing the supply voltage of the drive-motor and
increasing the inverter frequency (̂ 9)' tne number of revolutions /91

is lowered, while P^ is held at 1.5.
(shaft-couple const<*/;t). The couple, moreover, initially changed
rapidly (Fig. 36), so that the voltage continuing strongly must
be lowered (point 2). From the fact that P-j_ at a given moment
is hardly changed at all with an increase in 0^2 anc* secondly
would again go down, so that the motor voltage must be increased
again to keep delivering 1.5 kW, it can be inferred that we
have passed point 3 and are going in the direction of point 4»
When the generator revolution came below #00 rpm (starting from
1000 rpm), it began to show the first indication of instability,
and just above 750 rpm, it fell out of phase. We had then .
almost arrived at the following tested revolution (^~A '/pi
•̂  -£ <*}). When we consider that the drive-motor had with it
a slip of fully 20$, while the manufacturer set 5$ as the
maximum permissible slip, then there is no doubt that we are
concerned with the unstable flank of the couple-revolution curve.

Stable operation is thus possible without the stabilizing
effect of the asynchronous drive-motor. Why the generator
falls out of phase, however, is not entirely clear. Perhaps
the unstable flank of the couple-revolution curve is much steeper
at that point. Perhaps also it has to do with problems which
exist through the strong asymmetry of the ASM used as a DSG,
into which we shall en-Cer further in Sect. 2.b.4.

For loads much larger than 1.5 kW, this same experiment is
not feasible, because the much more severe (unstable)
drive-motor will then draw the generator out of phase. This ,
the more so as we, using- the small air slit of the '-• - ̂
DSG, however, operate at relatively large load angles (p. 143). i
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2.b.3* Measurement Results /92

The measurements were made in order to control the derived
relationship P1 : Po : Pa = ̂  * ̂

 : P̂ r* This relation holds
true only while neglecting all losses. In actuality, this
relationship holds for the share that the powers have in the
air-slit power, while the actual input and output power measured
must be decreased relative to the losses.

The power diagram in Fig. 37 shows this.

The measurements at />^ = §-<£, t /H- ~̂ "̂ J. and f><̂ r
 =^ *} are /93

done with the experimental set-up as sketched in Fig. 32,
p. 133 .

The measurement at JP1 -̂**/ (^~ ̂  is done using the
experimental set-up of Fig. 33, ?• 135 .

The electrical powers P., and P2 are measured using wattmeters,
for which the_ Aaron couple is applied in the rotor circuit,
because nq~neutraX point is'available.

The shaft power Pa is determined by measuring the power taken
up by the drive-motor and multiplying it by the motor output.
This last can always be determined quite accurately from the
output curves given by the manufacturer. Because these curves
are given at constant (network) voltage for the drive-motor,
the shaft couple is always set by controlling the inverter
frequency <^o (slip control). The result of this, however, is
that the ratio between ^^, ^ ?•> ̂ md *Jr at any measurement
point is a bit different. For the drawing in Fig. 3&, therefore,
a small correction is applied to the measurement values.

In the diagrams of Figs. 3$ a, b, c, and d, the lines drawn
for the powers P]_, P2, and Pa as a function of P]_ are given for
the (loss-free) case PI : P2

 : pa = ***/ • ̂  <'/?<*) ,

The points presented in the diagrams give the measured
values.

We see that the measured values of Pa and P2 always come
out above the lines drawn, which is in agreement with the power
diagram sketched in Fig. 37•

In order to get an idea of the losses occurring in the
generator, the values of P]_ / (P2 + Pa) ore. calculated for the
different measurement points and are set forth in Fig. 39*

It is striking how small these values are at the same P^
but they differ for different revolutions for each.
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E§ch time this will occur because for increasing _ _
and thus for decreasing 2̂>

 ttie friction losses increase,
but the rotor iron-losses decrease.

However, in view of the fact that the highly improvised
character of the experiments will have a great influence on the
losses in the generator (voltages and currents not -sinusoidal) ,
we must here be very careful of drawing general conclusions for /96"
the DSG. From half load to full load, we find a good 0.&5 for
the ratio Pj, / (P2 + Pa), while from the data for the machine
used as a DSG, one concludes that it has an output of B5fo as
a motor.

The practical evidence that these powers furnish a measure
for the validity of the relation P-j_ : Po : Pa •'*/ **, • ̂  ' F^r
is of great interest because from it follows the applicability
of the DSG as a generator for a windmill. In the set-up for
Fig. 14 on p. 117 (-seeOalso Fig. 40)x;Ln determining the "maximum
14.$$ of the full-load power which must be brought about for \-:''~. /97
this system through power electronics", use is always made of
this relationship.

In Fig. 40, Pi, P0, and PQ are given as functions of
for

the lines drawn in neglecting all losses, as they
follow from P-j_ : P2 : Pa = ̂ J / ̂  //?*£, (as in Fig* 14) ,

the dotted lines as they follow from the measurements
at the generator.

We must consider well that here only the generator losses
are taken into account and hot those of the converter, so that
as far as that is concerned, the deviations will be greater.
On the other hand, we must consider that a very small machine is
involved here, which is, moreover, used in a manner for which
it was not constructed. We may therefore expect that the
deviations from the theoretical values will be smaller rather
than larger.
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2.b.4» Influence of Non-Perfect System Parts /99
on the Behavior of the Machine

In Sect, 2,b.2,; we specified individual findings in the
experiments which correspond to expectations.

Here, we shall go into individual odd differences which
are observed. These are not in general typical of a DSG with
converter. They can be explained by the non-ideal behavior of
the system parts used.

Observations

1. When no exchange of (watt) power takes place
between the generator and the network (Pi = 0), the minimum
effective value of the stator current (which occurs for a
specific rating) appears to .be much greater than zero
( > 5A).

2. In calculating cos -̂^ from the measured values of
id the network voltage Ui,

that at
does not fit

• • - * *-*' * •* '
in //i all.

3. For very small values of slip in the drive-motor,
when the ratio ^ '"P̂r "thus is very close to the values of
•2:1, 1:1, or 1:2, the generator appears to oscillate around
the revolution <̂ )r.

For 1 and 2* The fact that no rating is found at which
I-L is zero at zero load, and that-under loaded conditions, the
work factor has a value of one, forms an important deviation
from the known behavior of the normal synchronous generator.

The cause of the deviations noted in 1 and 2 must be sought
in the non-ideal behavior of the inverter. In setting up the
theory in the preceding section, we -always started from a
sinusoidal rotor voltage (inverter voltage). The inverter
voltages presented to the rotor (Fig. 35, p. 139, urs, u_t, and
u-up ) are, however, far from sinusoidal. The voltages induced
at the stator will therefore also not be sinusoidal. Photographs
1, 2, and 3 show this clearly.

If the effective value of the voltages photographed is
220 v, then the instantaneous value will be alternately larger
and smaller than the instantaneous [words missing in the
original]. 220 v effective. If the stator is now connected to
the network, by so doing, current peaks will exist as shown in
photographs 4, 5, and 6 ("£op image). If the induced voltage
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was shown.to be sinusoidal (and 220 veff), these current peaks
naturally did not exist, and the effective value of the current
was-shown to be zero. The effective value of the currents <^
photographed is, however, decidedly not zero, while the current
still does not provide for delivered power P-^ (moreover, this
also follows from measurements from accurate study of the photo
images). The minimum attainable effective value of the zero-load
current is smaller, the larger &)2 i

s» 7»9 A for *J =-£&), 6.5 A
for *=£"> , and 5.8 A for ̂ J = « J . *

The deviation mentioned in point 1 from the predicted
behavior is hereby explained.

It will be clear that it can, moreover, be explained
herewith why the work factor is not equal to one at minimum I-j_
(point 2). Also, v/hen the generator current always delivers to
the network, and thus when the induced stator voltage is higher
than the network voltage, the voltage shape deviating from a
sine curve provides extra peaks in the current. These peaks
increase with the effective value of the current, but not the
delivered power P-j_. Calculating cos ̂ -p from cos Jf^ = PI / 3U]_
I-i then yields a value which is much smaller than one. We must
tnen also consider that here the angle f̂ i> which is defined
as the phase angle between the sinusoidal stator voltage and
current, has lost its significance, because the voltage and
current occurring here are not sinusoidal.

The work factor, which we thus can no longer call "cos
is defined as:

w.f. = P-,

Ui I-,
eff e-ff

In the case mentioned in 1, this is equal to zero; in the
case mentioned in 2, it is less than one.

The above-mentioned problems occur especially with the
McMurray-type inverter used here, because the voltage is built
up from a number of pulses. With the new generation of converters
(Sect. 2.a.5-)> the existing transformation of the current is
very much less; comparable to the current transformation [words
missing in original].

Photographs 7 through 9 show the current shape described.

Photographs 1, 2, and 3 are still worth further study. It
is striking, for example, that as the width of the pulses from
which the sine curve is built up differs, so also the number of
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pulses per period differs for different revolutions (4, 6, and
$, respectively).

For an explanation of this, we refer again to Fig. 25. In
this figure, it is shown that the voltages imposed at the rotor
terminals urs, uŝ , and u-tr are each built up from $ pulses per
period. Because two of these three voltages always coincide,
the rotor "sees", per period of the rotor voltages and currents,
(T=±=̂ )t{3( phases) X 6 (pulses)? /2 (which coincide) = 12
pulses per period. Of these 12 pulses, there are found, per
period of the stator voltages and currents, Ĉ =̂ ~ = ir̂ j /<% X
= ̂& X £2. in the induced voltages at the stator. For 'pnotos 1,
2, 'and 3, they are thus 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 X 12, respectively,
thus 4> o, and 8.

Thereby the (absolute) pulse width naturally changes at
different revolutions. That the relative pulse width (i.e.,
the ratio between the pulse length and period length) also differs
is caused by the fact that the required rotor voltage is different
at different values of «)o (V2 = "^ul with '=&* -&$, in which
Uo is determined by the relative pulsewidth of "the' inverter.

From the foregoing, we can now conclude that the experiments
are performed correctly at very particular revolutions, because
the values of ̂ 2 concerned are such that J;p-//2is always a
whole number, so that a whole number of peak's occurs in the stator
voltage and current per stator period Ti . It hereby happens
that the current in photos 4 through 9 display the same image for
each period of stator voltage. At arbitrary values of <u)2,
this is not the case, because the number of peaks per stator
period is then not a whole number, whereby a shifting current
image exists relative to voltage.

With accurate study of the example of photo 7» it then
appears that the frequency with which the image of the current
peaks is repeated is somewhat greater than 50 Hz. This fits, in
view of the fact that, under loaded conditions, c^2 mus"t be
somewhat greater than 1/3 #J-̂ , because the drive-motor reaches
the required slip for the usual couple.

We shall now also look into why the inverter used
is but very restrictedly suitable.

First of all, the current peaks as shown in photos 7, 3, and
9 are naturally not allowed for current delivery to the public
network .

j

When the number of peaks per stator period T^ (*3/ * ̂) is
much greater than one, they can be filtered out. If it~-is no
longer the case that the peak frequency in the vicinity comes
from the netvrork frequency f-j_, then filtering is practically
impossible.
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With this inverter, at ̂  ~' j£. (f&~ 7&z), one "rotor peak"
per stator period T-^ is "found again" in the stator. current.
Besides the fact that this naturally.can never be filtered
away, it is hard to doubt whether with such a severely transformed
induced stator voltage, synchronous operation is even possible.
Naturally, an improvement can be expected when a filter is placed
on the exit from the inverter. An attendant problem in filtering,
however, is stability. A more satisfactory result is expected
for a converter with a much higher internal frequency (it comes
down to this here that there are many more than S pulses per
period in the coupled inverter voltage). On the one hand, the
DSG hereby approximates much better the behavior of a normal
synchronous generator (an assertion which, among other things,
is justified by the statement that the minimum stator current
under zero load is smallest when the number of peaks in the
stator current is greatest.; photo 6). On the other hand, for
such a very much higher internal converter frequency, the peaks
in the stator current I^_ to very low values of £*>2 can De

filtered away with a relatively light filter.

For 3: As for the oscillation of the generator, what is
initially observed as "oscillation for a small drive-couple
(lightly loaded generator)" caused much suspicion in the beginning.
The solution, however, was found when upon further inspection,
it appeared that with open stator terminals (1^ = 0) and a rated
rotor, the effective value of the stator voltage varied strongly,
if a very low frequency voltage is superposed. The phenomenon
occurs in all three-phases; however it always shifts 1/3 period.
The more accurately satisfied is the ratiof of 2:1, 1:1, and
1:2 respectively, the lower the frequency and the greater the
amplitude of the "swings;-. It is clear that the oscillation of
the rotor, when the generator operates synchronously with the
network, is a result of this. The current and consequently the /106
electromagnetic couple also always change with changing voltage.
If the frequency of the swings is sufficiently low, the rotor
oscillates by variations in the couple. We must then explain
how the voltage can vary so. For this, the following theory
is proposed.

The test generator has a .'rather high asymmetry (the current
in rotor phase w, for example, is always about 10$ greater than
in the other two phases). The rotor rotary-current fields which
exist through the combined.operation of the currents in the
three rotor phases, are thereby not always equally large. When,
as is the case here, one current has a significantly greater
effective value than the other two, the rotor rotary-current
field is ellipsoidal instead of spherical. The ellipse "naturally
lies still" relative to the rotor (Fig. 41).

A period of the stator voltage exists whereby the rotor is /107



r v >_operated over a certain angle ( <sJ, * p degrees), while at the
same time the rotor rotary-current field relative to the rotor
operates over such an angle (̂ v* / 3<0°/P degrees) that the stator
over "looks" the total operation [(/*J./£j + y*")V ̂^ degrees] = 360/p
degrees. ' / //l f*

If there is no. particular ratio between p & and ^L* then
after each period of the stator voltage, the rotor has another
position relative to the stator.

The maxima and minima of the rotor rotary-current field
are thereby always found again at a second stator plane, so that
the effect herewith is averaged out. If one of the ratios
mentioned, between p *Jr and A>L (2:1, 1:1, and 1:2, respectively)
is held exact, it is easy to conclude that the maxima and minima
of the rotor rotary-current field occur at the same rotor position
relative to the stator. The phase voltages appearing will thereby
no longer be the same for each. Through the small deviations in
these exact ratios for these experiments, deviations which are
the result of slip in the drive-motor, maxima and minima in the
rotor rotary-current field will, as it were, "run around" slowly
in the machine. This is especially true in a very lightly
loaded generator in drive-motor slip so small that the variations
in the current existing due to this phenomenon frequently lead
to such low variations in the electromagenetic couple of the
generator that the rotor oscillates violently. It cannot be
explained exactly why the swings are worst at £**g~3'£3' Presumably,
an explanation for this is only just possible when the source of
the asymmetry is known. Perhaps also the more severê  transformed
induced stator voltage at this low a value of ̂ 2 has^something
to do with it. In any case, this problem is not to be expected
in a well-constructed generator, because it can be made
sufficiently symmetrical.

The proof of the proposed theory on the oscillation at
^4 -/3 ty (the situation with the worst oscillation) was tested
twice with the same load conditions? e?/rce with as high a voltage
as possible for the drive-motor for which the usual couple can
thus be obtained with a small slip, and once with as low a
voltage as possible and as large a slip as possible. In the
first case,/?<=*•£ - ̂ was practically exactly 2:1 and the generator
oscillated violently. In the second case, the ratio between
p «v^;and £"2 deviated so much already that oscillation no longer
occurred. This behavior is consistent with the proposed theory.

Besides the powers P-,, P2, and Pa (Fig. 3^a, b, c, d),~the /108
values concerned for I-j_, L~I anc^ ̂ 2 are a^-so measured. It is
naturally nice when the values measured at the generator can be
tested on the part of the calculations with the machine equations
set up in Sect. 2.a.3. We must be careful here that the equations
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hold for sinusoidal voltages and currents, while in actuality
these are not absolute. Also, in order not to make the
calculations too complex, use must be made of constant values
for the coefficients L^, 1^, and M occurring in the equat-
ions, while these are not the ones used here. When we consid-
er all the deviations taking place here, it appears the
bounds between which the measurements and the calculated values
are the same must be so great that no single conclusion" can
be drawn for the results of such a test. It is therefore not
worth the trouble to take up the results of the test in this
report.

In this section, we shall go in detail into the non-
sinusoidal nature of the rotor voltage and current. We shall
still further go into the non-constant nature of the coefficients
L-^, L2, and M.

The prime source of the non-constant nature of L-^, L2,
and M is the saturation of the iron with which we are concerned,
irrespective of the shape of the rotor voltage. As an example,
Fig. 42 gives the measured values of M as a function of the
induced stator voltage ES/ for the case in which the rotor is
rated with a purely sinusoidal voltage. As the generator is
more severely loaded, ES is greater and thus (Fig) Csicl M is
smaller. The same holds true for the coefficients L-^ and L2.
If in simple calculations it nevertheless works with an
averaged (constant) value for the coefficients,calculation
must be done with errors of a few percent. Th/V; last holds when
all the voltages are sinusoidal. For a rotor voltage such as
the inverter delivers, the matter is more complicated. Fig. 43
(in which Fig. 42 is again taken up) gives the values of M such
that they are measured at different values of ̂  using the
inverter. It is striking that the curves which are measured
using the inverter for different values of ^*X have practically
the same path/ while they lie much higher than the curves meas-
ured with sinusoidal rotor voltage C Â~ ̂\ This is easy to
explain. The given values of E are always effective values,
because these are used in the calculations.

The saturation of the iron, and with it the values of Li, /IIP
L2/ and M, are however, connected with the averages values of
the induced voltage. For the entirely different voltage
shapes with which we are concerned here, the ratio between the
averaged values and the effective values is, naturally, also
different. For the same effective values (equal values of Es
in Fig. 43), therefore, the averaged values, and thus the
saturation state and L-,, L_, and M are different. The depend-
ence of ^ (and also of L-^ and L2) on the load state of the
generator is now much greater even. Es always equals Ep in
measuring E with open stator terminals, so that the saturation
state of the machine is entirely determined by the rotor volt-
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age. If, however, the generator is closed at the network,
then the resulting magnetic flux in the machine and thus the
saturation state is determined by the (sinusoidal) stator
voltage and the (non-sinusoidal) rotor voltage. The values
of M involved in this case will, depending on the ̂
load, lie somewhere between the values with sinu-so/'dal rotor
voltage and those with the rotor voltage delivered with the
inverter. The error which now exists when we work with an
averaged value of M (and likewise L-^ and L^) is thus even
greater by far (here certainly greater than 10%).

Although, as a result of all these deviations from the
ideal behavior, calculations are pointless as a control of the
measured values, nevertheless the calculation method to use is
given in the last section of the report, because this could
also be useful in determinations for a suitable machine for
possible further experiments.
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2.b.5. Calculation Method

The machine equations found in Sect. 2.a.3.

el 2 1 p
wl Ll

U.E sinG (29)

U2e

with:

-J*r " JO
= V Ii = Iie J -Ip - V

can be solved when sufficient data are known. In each case,
the constants U-^, ^i, p> RI> and R2 must be set for this purpose
and, although not actually constant, L-|_, L2, and M. Of the
remaining 9 variables, to know Tel, *>?.> ^I> • / 1' I2' ^2*
Ep, ^", and Up, one must still set 3, because the otner 6
variables can be solved from the equations and the corresponding
definitions. That solution must occur generally [word illegible
in original], .The elimination of the unknowns is a practically
endless task, especially also because the angles occur as sine
and cosine. Only when the three variables tu^* Ten, and jff are
taken as set, is direct solution possible. (Thereby, c<J2 can

then be a chosen value, or by means of &) = &} —pu) a chosen
value follows for r̂.)

 A ' ' r



Because, in operating with a DSG with a windmill, &T and
Tei -follow from wind velocity for-a given windmill, while the
phase angle 4^ is held at a specific (adjustable) value by
control, precisely this case is meaningful for our application.

Using eq. (29) and eq. (28) split into a real and an /112
imaginary part, according to:

U = R I cos<j). + U L I sin<j> + E cosO (28r)

0 =-R.1 .sin<{> + UjL I . cos^ j + E sinO (28i)

we can eliminate I]_, &, and Ep as follows.

NB: In the right-hand member, we use knowns exclusively,
or known quantities in the preceding.

From eq. (29), it follows that,':

Substituted into eq. (28i), this yields, for the elimination
of I-,:

E sinG
r\

I, =
1 R.sir.q) - o).L.cos<i).



Dividing eq. (23i) and (23r) by each other yields;

E sine
-E _ .
E cosep

sinO

and

6 = arctg|tgO|

can now be determined from the values of Ep sin &" and
according tô =̂ ŝ ?̂*?̂ -/ŝ  zero load (sin &= 0), difficulties
exist here. We therefore use:

Ul ~

COS0

cos ̂ "=0 does not occur under achievable operating
conditions.



From En = -i HI0, it then follows that:

E
T = P

2 o) M

From eq. (30), written out in real and imaginary parts,

(o?MI,cos(0 + «>,)

U2 and 2 can finallY De solved for. The terms
3//> (&•+*?/) occurring in these equations we find by substituting
&Sf' in eq. (2S) and then splitting it into real and imaginary
parts. We find:

u cos* - R i
cos(0 + (j) = _L • ' ] '

1 E
P

U,sinfr - 03,1,,I,
sin(0

r E
P



Dividing eq. (30r) by eq. (30i) yields

U2sin<i'2 CJ9L9I9 •* w,MI sin(0
= tpA

2

after which 4_ is found from

and \J from

R I - u Ml cos(9 + « j > . )
^ ^ *- i 1

cos<}.

From the constants needed for the calculations, the /114
network voltage U,, the network frequency<^^, and the num-
ber of pole pairs p of the generator are known directly.
R-, and R2 can be measured with a Wheatstone bridge. L^,
L2/ and M are measured for rating the rotor with open stat-
or chain (1-^ = 0) and for rating the stator with open rotor
chain (I^ = 0). The things mentioned are simple to do from
the machine equations.

From the formulae, it can be derived that the deviation
which exists in the calculations the non-constant
nature of L , L2, and M, as is set forth.on p. 80
apart, for normal values of cos
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has no effect on 1^;

causes a deviation in Ep, & y and I2> which is
percentage-wise surely smaller than the . product error in
the values used for the coefficients;

causes deviations in U2 and ^2 which strongly depend
on #) 2 anc^ the load conditions. '

It is necessary to be careful with this last deviation.
The other calculated values are more reliable for sinusoidal
voltages and currents.



Conclusions ^

Although the theory proposed for the Double-feed Synchronous
Generator cannot yet be controlled at all points, the experiments
carried out still give sufficient grounds for believing in the
accuracy of this theory.

We therefore conclude that the system with the DSG and
converter (as shown in Fig. 13a on p. 115 ) is very suitable
for generating electrical energy for a public network using a
windmill, because the revolutions to the mill can always force
the maximum wind- power to be used.

Because the generator in this system, irrespective of the
mill (generator) revolution, always generates a voltage with
constant amplitude and frequency, it can be directly coupled
to the network.

As with the normal synchronous generator, control of the
idle power (cos ne-t) to deliver is possible with rating.

A very important advantage is that the properties above
are achieved due to a method whereby only a portion of the
mechanical power provided, maximum about 15% of the full-load
power of the installation, must be effected through the converter,
This has economical advantages and will also benefit '->•>;.•.
practical feasibility.

Although this system is also most suited for wind energy,
it still cannot be made up. In the first place, for this,
further research is necessary on a set-up with system components
specially developed for this application, and in the second
place, comparable results in other systems are needed.

For supply for the rotor circuit of the DSG, a converter
is needed which can be regulated in voltage and frequency.

The requiremnt is set, for this converter, that it be able
to induce at the stator a good sinusoidal voltage, via the rotor
circuit. This is needed because the network current delivered
is otherwise not sinusoidal. It is implied that the converter
voltage may contain no harmonics with a low order number.
Harmonics with a high order number (such as a wrinkle) provide
no problems, because these are self -filtered away through the
generator, so that they are not found again in the network.

The required rotor voltage for the DSG is in the first
approximation proportional to the rotor frequency.

Therefore, it is usual for the converter to have a coupled



frequency- voltage control which brings the output voltage at a
certain frequency to about the right value.

In addition, there must then be available a special voltage
control which accurately sets the required rotor voltage for
a specific cos

If we consider the generator construction-wise as an
asynchronous slip-ring armature machine, the greatest difference
necessary in the construction is a much greater air-slit width.
This must be comparable to the air-slit width of a synchronous
generator of the same power. This is necessary because otherwise
the load angle of the generator is much greater than is usual
for a synchronous generator, for which the dange of falling out
of phase is greater^ -

This greater air-slit width also benefits the controllability
of cos

The number of rotor windings can be freely chosen, in
principle.

Within the limits of what is technically 'achievable, it
must be so chosen that it comes to an optimum development, aside
from all the losses associated with it (in DSG and converter).

To continue this research, the necessary things are: a
generator which satisfies the set requirements, a therewith
suitable converter, and a good simulator for the windmill.

Only then is it possible to control the maximum power point
and cos ̂ net» because these naturally are most clearly associated
with the characteristics of the generator and converter used.

The results attained at present decidedly justify a
continuation of this research.

See Supplement,
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List of Symbols Regularly Referred to /118

NB: For more extensive definitions, refer to the pertinent
page in the report.

o
A surface of the plane swept by the vanes m

C power coefficient, p, 4 -

C maximum value of Cp for a given mill -

D diameter of the vane circle; A = ̂ (D/2) m

-E index which represents the pole wheel
•"P voltage; |-Ep| = Ep = ̂  MI2 V

E induced rotor voltage, p. 41 V
™""*J.

E-, induced stator voltage, p. 41 V
—iS

f., frequency at the stator Hz

f 2 frequency at the rotor Hz

index of the rotor current «. A

I (I-, ) index of the stator current A
™̂S J-

I... index of the stator current A .

L-n self-induction coefficient of a stator
*"*- phase H

L self-induction coefficient of a rotor
^ phase H

LI Ll = Lll - Mll H

L2 :L2 = L22 " M22 H

L±h "I ^1 sP̂ i'ts into "the main inductivity L^^ H
Lf J and the distributed inductivity L]_s H

main inductivity2h 1 ^2p j and distributed inductivity L2S H

MI-I coefficient of mutual induction between
two stator phases H

M1?? MI2 = M21» coefficient of mutual induction H
M2l) between a stator phase and a rotor phase H



M22 coefficient of mutual induction between ^
two rotor phases "

M M = 3/2 (M12) = 3/2 (M21) H

vane-shaft revolutions rpm

n generator revolutions rpm

n-, revolutions of stator rotary-current
field relative to the stator rpm

n? revolutions of the rotor rotary-current
field relative to the rotor rpm

p number of pole pairs in the generator -

Pa shaft power provided to the generator W

PC ., copper loss in the stator W

PCu2 copper loss in the rotor W

PF - iron loss in the stator W

iron loss in the rotor W

Pmech mechanical power of the generator,
according to Praech = ^)r

 Tel w

PW power provided by the wind, p. 1 W
P
PH electrical power at the stator W

P2 electrical power at the rotor W

R-. ohmic resistance of a stator phase ohm

R2 ohmic resistance of a rotor phase ohm

T shaft couple provided to the generator Nm
3.

Tei electromagnetic couple of the generator Nm

Ur (U2) index of rotor voltage; V

U (U-ĵ ) index of stator voltage; V

U-, index of stator voltage U-j_ = U-, A20
voltage drops in the generator, p. V
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vw wind velocity m/sec

>vmax P. 6
m.in /

m/sec
s

Wrj_ number of windings for a stator phase -

w2 number of windings for a rotor phase
<£. position angle of the rotor; p. 21 rad
o0 tfat time t = 0 rad

mechanical output of the mill +
transmission to the generator shaft
load angle; angle; between U-^ and -E deg
acceleratability, p. 4 p -
value of^at which Cp = C

phase angle between stator voltage and
current deg
phase angle between rotor voltage
and current deg
angular velocity of the vane shaft rad/sec
angular velocity of the generator
shaft rad/sec
angular velocity of the stator
rotary-current field relative to the
stator rad/sec
angular velocity of the rotor
rotary-current field relative to the rotor rad/sec
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Beaufort Scale
/121

Wind' >V. Wind Velocity
fewer' Between

-"-" m/sec

1 \j> - 1.7

2 1.8 - 3.3
3 3.4 -v 5.2

^ 5.3 - 7.4

^ 7.-S - 9.S
6 9.9 - 12.4

7 12.5 - 15.2
d 15.3 - 18.2

9 18.3 - 21.5

10 21.6 - 25.1

H 25.2 - 29.0
12 29.0 m/s

Averaged
in m/sec

0.23

1.11

2.50

4.45

6.4

a.6
11.1

13.9

16.6

20.0

23.3

27.2

104 km/h.

Wind
Velocity
in km/h

1

4

9

16

23

31

40

50

60

72

34
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Supplement

On p. 69 and in the conclusion, it is mentioned that the
load angle <^will be large in using an asynchronous s_lip-ring
armature motor as a double-feed synchronous generator, so that
the danger of falling out of phase is greater ('and the overload
capacity is consequently smaller) than for a comparable normal
synchronous generator.

This assertion, and the conclusion that this can be
remedied by increasing the air-slit width., holds true without
more, when the machine is oversaturated.

Because somewhat severe saturation always occurs in a
machine, the effect of the air-slit width actually is small,
however.

There are reasons for considering that the overload capacity
of a DSG with an air-slit width as that for a usual ASM is still
comparable to that of a normal synchronous generator.
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Fig. 5
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a constant".
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dc -> ac converter

Spavin ingsregel.aai

via filter naar net.

Fig. 9, free according to ref. [3].
UG - terminal voltage of the

direct current generator
uo(t) ~ --direct current delivered

to the 3-phase converter ;'
as a function of t

U0 '- - average value of u._(t);
see Fig. 10, °

Ig - current taken up by the
3-phase converter
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3. Voltage regulator
4. Via filter to network
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Key: 1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
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Key: 1. Full power
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Key: 1. Thus a measure for
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. orrthis line for a specific
couple produced, Ta
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Fig. 20
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Fig. 22
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Fig. 23
Key: 1. Direction of -E^ e

2. Direction of I
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0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0

Fig. 27. Iron losses of a DSG as a
function of P̂
under Fig. 26.

. .
function of P^ / P v ; see further
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Fig. 2#. Copper and iron losses for a
DSG, as a function of load at G*^ /ffo0'

).
at zero load.

TTranslator's Mote: There are no Figures 29 and
30 in the original.]
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Key: 1. 50 Hz rotary-current network,
220/330 v

2. Control transformer
3. Asynchronous motor
4. Pole changeover
5. 3-phase, direct-voltage / alternating-

voltage inverter
6. 220 v direct-voltage network
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Key: 1. Direct-voltage network
2. Generator for f>50 Hz
3. U and f adjustable
4« Asynchronous motor
5. Pole changeover
6. 50 Hz rotary-current

network, 220 /3&0 v
7. Direct-voltage network
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1. Load
* 2. Main thyristors
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Key: 1. rpra
2. Photo 1
3. Photo 2
4. Photo 3
5. Images
6. Induced stator voltage

(220 v eff.) measured
with open stator terminals
and rated rotor
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lr= 7,9 A

foto 4
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foto 6
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Key: 1. rpm
2. Photo 4
3. Photo 5
4. Photo 6
5. Top image: minimum attainable

full-load current of DSG (Px = 0);
image: 20 A/cm, 5 msec/cm
Bottom images network voltage,
220 v effective
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Key: 1. rpm
2. Photo 7
3. Photo 3
4. Photo 9
5. Top image: current I-1 .

o the
network at the P^ given
next to the photo; 20 A/cm,
5 msec/cm
Bottom image: network voltage
220 v effective,

draaiveld
t.g.v.

arjyinmetrie.

Fig. 41
Key: '1. Rotary-current field

under assymetrical conditions
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